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The Gateway Of India
varun
now i wait for faruki,s response,
i am not surprised- muslims did dont shed a tear
for genocide in bd, and darfur.
crazy critters.
religion is for them just observing the rituals of islam- morals are not important.
in most other religions ethics get more importance.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

The Gateway Of India
It's safe to say that there are Moslems in India/Indian Moslems who are genuinely
condemning this outrageous attack. And perhaps a few who are not sincere.
But what seems to be missing is any global Moslem consternation and
condemnation of the Mumbai massacre, apart of course from official reactions.
Which only leads one to repeat what was said here about 2 years ago: an enormous
number of Moslems silently support or condone this slaughter, and condemn attacks
against the US and UK only because they fear savage reprisals from the West. That
same fear doesn't exist vis-a-vis India, at the least not to anywhere near the same
degree. Moslems are not principled or intellectually honest.
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
V.Seshadri sir, very nice extolling of underlying idea of Vande Mataram. What a
contrast between your deep-seated expression of the Indian soul, and the soulless
rants of Vivek Chatterjee, Vine Sivan, Subroto someone or other, and Rashmi from
Bangalore.
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
AP:>>"There will always be some psychos"
Glad that you admit that all those who call hindus, jews etc., as possible terrorists
are always only 'psychos'; that includes you also.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
AP:>>Muslims in India, and even in Pakistan, have vociferously denounced the
Mumbai attack"
pretentiously, after conspiring, financing, training and encouraging it all to happen!.
Allah will destroy you all, for this. Already happening in Peshawar, elsewhere in pak.
Allah will bless only good and honest moslems, not crooked jislamists.
>>"It is sanghis like you who do not condemn Hindutva terrorism"
Hindutva terrorism exists only in your malevolent imagination and in the falseframe-work by the sonia-raj, utilizing compliant hindu cops, who get eliminated by
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Condemnation is deserved by you and soniaraj only, getting it also quite amply, from
india and all over the world.

Wiki Pages Show Nehru Was of a Muslim Lineage, Congress
Demands Enquiry

V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Greece Becomes the First Developed Country to Default on
IMF Debt, Seeks New EU Loans
Cash-for-Vote Scam Accused TDP MLA Revanth Reddy
Released From Jail

The Gateway Of India

Ratan Tata Buys Stake in Ola Cabs

AP:>>"praises of several gods and goddesses may not go well with someone who
believes there is only one God"

38 Killed in Massive Landslides in Darjeeling, Many Missing

Right. It takes a lot of spiritiual maturity, which only the ancient ageless religion of
hinduism can have, to see a variety of gods and goddesses and mother earth and
mother india also as only different aspects of the one and only Absolute Power of the
cosmos. For you, moslems, the earth [geos =giyaa =jeeva-yaanee, the only planet
for lives to be supported] and the land of india are only reqd for meeting the
expanding needs of burial grounds! Time is not far off when islam itself will only get
wholly buried underground on mother india and mother earth, whether they agree to
salute them or not. But those who refuse to salute mother india cannot serve in her
army, at least. Even citizenship for them is questionable..

Lalit Modi Drags Sonia, Varun Gandhi in Escalating Row

Amnesty Seeks Probe Into Human Rights Violations in J&K
UK Food Standards Agency Finds Maggi Made in India Safe
to Eat
St Stephen's Molestation Row: Victim Refuses to Be a Part of
Enquiry
Rajasthan Govt Transfers 40 Urdu Teachers to Teach
Sanskrit
AAP Admits Giving Perks to Party Members

V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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SHORT TAKES

29 JUN 2015, 9:29:46 PM | OUTLOOK WEB DESK

The Gateway Of India
S-bhai to AP:>>"What a preposterous situation where we have to be preached by a
jihadi sympathizer like you on secularism".
Very aptly put.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
VC:>>"Why there is so much fuss on Muslim women wearing veil, when nuns also
wear the same kind of attire?"

Brit Lib Publishing

nuns, in christianity, are the equivalent of the sanyaasins in hinduism. Special dress
can be acceptable. But imposing veils on all women in islam cannot be accepted as
reasonable.
>>"What's non-muslims problem if muslim men can have more than one wife in
special circumstances?"

PROMOTED CONTENT
Spl circumstances? whom are you cheating?

Sponsored Links by Egenerator

>>"is it worse than Female Foeticide (prevalent among non-muslims)"
How do you know, only among non-moslems? Are you moslem?
Yes. on sociological effects. Born baby gets soul only on its touching the earth, from
the e-m field around, depending upon the kaarmically
maximized appropriateness, by God's will. Horoscupes are based on time of earthfall
of baby, not the time of foetus-formation in the womb.
>>"or Sati (still happening in some parts of India)" as per your sick imagination.
>>"India is a secular country and hence, people of all religions should debate and
decide a common civil code, if it has to be enforced".
You are right. UCC must be jointly decided by the people of all the faiths among
indian citizens. Hindu code bill should not be imposed on all indians.
>>"muslims razing the temple to build it was also justified 'coz muslims came later
on and non-muslims committed so many atrocities to them in their earlier history?"
did you learn this in a madarsa or at the JNU?.
Fact is that, during prehistoric asuric days and the post-nabhi arabian days,
jislamists were only givers of atrocities to others, not takers, from anybody else.

POLLS
Controlling The IIMs
A bill framed by the Human
Resource Development Ministry...

Incidentally, are you writing all these pro-moslem points for election win as CPM
candidate with islamic votes? You are making a mistake. You should learn the lesson
from your possible grandpa, Somnath Chatterjee, see how Karat has treated him
recently.

POLL STARTED ON: JUN 26, 2015

QUIZ
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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As the schism between the two
biggest sects of Islam...
FREYA DASGUPTA | JUN 17, 2015
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The Gateway Of India
VC:>>"Muslims never talks ill about anybody else religion".
Yes. They consier the infidels below recognition or discussion. Jews, christians and
hindus, indics are meant to be killed off systematically. They are, of course, willing to
make some deals with churchians in CPM, congress to destroy hinduism first in
india.

ELSEWHERE IN OUTLOOK

London Diary
No War Sans Crime
An Appeal To Non Muslims
Dangerous Politics
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CHENNAI, INDIA
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The Gateway Of India
VC:>"What is India's right on Kashmir?
Kashmir and other high-altitude himalayan valleys were the places where meditative
type hindus ptreferred to go for austere lives in peace and scholarship. Aadi sankara
went there for winning philo-debate and ascended to the philo-knowledge superstatus. Hence only, kashmiri hindus were mostly pandits, the scholar-types. Moslem
hordes, after destroying buddh afghan, landed there. Sreenagar is sans name,
meaning 'city of welfare'. The hindu king naturally acceded to india. He should have
asked the moslems to be sent back to pak, by the brits themselves. The buddhists of
nepal should now claim afghan also and send the talibans to iran or saudi arabia.
China should encourage that, really, instead of befriending pak, to annoy India.
>>"If India has a right to rule Kashmir ('coz of Letter of accession), then British also
had a right to rule India"
If you, rightly, deny the brittish the right to rule india, then, they also had no right to
partition india. Nor did the moghuls have the right to rule india. india should have
been given back to indics.
Dont preach JNU-marxist justice, where demo-justice starts only with independance,
what minorities in india did to hindus earlier should be ignored, special rights be
given to them, even to rewrite history. One such JNU historian, romila thapar, is
getting an award for history cook-ups from the churchians of america. JJ of TN,
convent-educated, who arrested the kanchi acharya to please the churchians, is now
joining the churchian CPM group of karat, arundhati, etc., for the next elections,
naturally.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
VC:>>"Israel was illegally made in the middle-east and if the people protest, Israel
calls them terrorists and bombs them".
Palestine in the middle-east is equally illegal, bec the asurabeeja adamogenics
arrived by noah's arc during biblical floods from the antaarctica, at the south pole,
the original phala-sthaana, land of the forbidden fruit, garden of eden.
Why dont the palestinians go to tanzania?
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
Learned,
>> I, however, think that my comments will lite fires of wisdom and knowledge.
You are delusional too.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
Learned,
>> I am not inclined to accept; the Boopk was conceived, designed and written for
violence.
That is because you are a hate-filled bigot as well as a moron.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
faruki
in your eyes jehadis are bad, but then so are all others to an equal extent.
i suppose this brings you comfort.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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faruki
for a change write in the milli gazette, and say
daily times. i will watch out for you.
you have informed us of your views a zillion times.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
faruki
you protect islam as a mother would a handicapped child.
whats the matter with you muslims.
these days secretary rice, and admiral mullen
chief of joint chief of staff are visiting pakistan. despite their clear advice to admit that
the terror originated from pakistan ,
paki leaders are comeing up with a string of lies and denials. taqia or deception.

how can decent people trust you.
reading your views, i feel we have had enough of you. how can we manage to live
with you people.
however we keep comeing back to the same argument.
we have no alternative, however awful muslims be, however backward, nothing can
be done.
and you know that, and are determined to be a
permanent migraine. just like allbright said of pakistan.
in fact does any one at all pay you guys an honest compliment.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
Learned,
>> First was recitation of Koraan and lectures on jihad. He was mentally being
prepared.
His sickness and your sickness are more alike than you realize. Both of you are
obsessed by the Book. He uses it to kill, you use it to perpetuate hatred and
divisiveness. A billion people use it to find solace. But what is that to an idiot like you!
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
learned
the pope said that mohammet-the guy with 19 wives- brought nothing besides evil
and violence
into the world.
faruki first condemned him as an ex nazi. then he
realised this was going too far. so his latest
explanation is that the pope was propagateing his religion.
faruki is a dunce. his brain-vey small- is unable
to accept that there is anything wrong with islam and muslims.
he knows of the intense dislike of islam and muslims, in usa where he lives.
he will not change, and frankly i hope he does not.
he is the ugly muslim, unable to think or reason. the big problem is that he can not
be wished away. he will remain here to pester us with his lunatic views.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
Learned,
>> My obsesssion stops with posting comments in the sites.
Your malignant obsession fans the flames of fire and exacerbates hatred. But you
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DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
Learned,
>> but fact should be stated when Malegaon manufacture is fingered at.
Are you saying "Why not just forget Malegaon if only six people were killed?" And
what about the 40 killed in the previous blast in Malegaon dargah, and several more
in the Ajmer dargah and Hyderabad mosque, not to speak of the massacres in
Gujerat and Orissa? Why can't hate pracharaks like you talk of stamping out all
terrorism and all massacres, irrespective of whther they are perpetrated by Muslims
or Hindus? Guys like you are truly a disgrace.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Gateway Of India
Learned,
>> Violence caused by groups that are not theological will stop once their limited
objective is reached; but the violence caused by Islam and Communism will never
stop till the entire world is subjugated by them.
One should go to a shallow cad like you for an analysis of such matters!!!
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Mumbai Bleeds
The Union Government has received intelligence inputs about a possible 9/11 type
terror strike from the air. But I am unable to understand why the same message has
been circulated through media including Internet, TV and print?
What purpose is going to be served by such leakage and such publicity of highly
secret intelligence inputs?
Are terrorists so much fool that they will strike their terror attack through the same
route and at the same place where security arrangement has been tightened?
It is rather bitter truth that such publicity of IB inputs cautions terrorists and
accordingly change their strike point and prompt them to send further misleading
emails and spread baseless rumours to confuse the system of safety and security.
Terrorists are shrewd enough to befool the government machinery and they know
better how to execute their heinous plan. Past record of the government is enough to
establish the fact that the terrorists are cleverer and stronger than our government
officers.
I am therefore of strong conviction that instead of handing over details of intelligence
inputs to media , government should secretly instruct the concerned authorities to be
extra vigilant , provide extra armed forces , make necessary fire fighting equipment,
keep ready necessary aircraft to combat and counter probable air strike and catch
hold of terrorist alive instead of killing them in encounter. Also media should avoid
highlighting and enlightening elaborately the IB report which they manage to acquire
from their sources and instead they should share the same with controlling office of
the government.
If possible government should strike missile at the place where the terror camp is
conducted by foreign based terror groups to finish the cause of terror attack from the
root. It is worthwhile to mention here that media often shows the picture of terror
camps being organized by foreign based terror companies. Even America claims to
know where the terror camps are being run by terrorists to train person for the
dreadful work of innocent killings.
Why not our Indian government does use such clue and strike at the nerve center of
terrorism, if warranted with the cooperation of America and international community?
Why not our government tries to instruct all the concerned departments to be in the
position of Red Alert throught out the year and twenty four hours instead of confining
them at the place for which they get IB inputs.
It is the need of the hour to send a message to each corner of the country that terror
attack is possible anywhere and any case of laxity on the part of duty will not be
tolerated. Only through such hardness in action message will in the mind of terrorist
that India has become a tough target as America has become after 9/11 incident.
Instruction in piecemeal and declaration of red alert or high alert after the incident is
not going to help general mass who are the main target of terror attack.
Danendra Jain
4th December 2008

DANENDRA JAIN
AGARTALA, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
Rose">>"The noblest Indian tradition of treating Jews and all wirth no discrimination
in India has ended on 11/26 when the Islamic jihadi fascists started killing them, in
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the thorn is speaking as the rose! jislamists kill indians, inclusive of jewish guests;
you are blaming it all on india, expecting that israel should now turn unfriendly to
india. Clever antinationalism from a churchian.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
I am not sermonizing but I do believe that we should use civil language in our
discourse even when we strongly disagree with someone.
PRADIP SINGH
STAFFORD, UK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
1) Go all out to help the Balochs get freedom from Pakistan. India can bomb Gwadar
port out of existence. Pakistan will not have the wherewithal to fight on its western
front.
2) We are building a road in Iran to bypass Pakistan and take material to
Afghanistan. When Obama come to power tie up with the Iranians to get American
and Nato supplies through this road. By getting Iran to cooperate we can ease
international pressure off Iran.
3) Keep attacking Pakistani Punjab and help spread disaffection in the other
provinces of Pakistan against the Punjabis.
GAJANAN NETRAVALI
MUMBAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
Seshadri,
>> The learned moslems in TN often talk about the lives and sayings of 'nabhigal
nayagam' on tv channels. They filter out only the good and noble things from nabhi's
life and teachings.
This is the correct way to preach religion, and this is the way it has been done by all
other religions. No religion has altered its scriptures, but there are passages in the
holy books of all religions that are left on the back burner because they are
considered as having been appropriate at one time, but have now lost their
relevance.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
Leraned:>>"for reasons of survival, we have to study the Book, the life and conduct
of the founder and the history of its people. The study also enables to expose the
secualr mafia who claim that Islam is a peaceful religion"
you are right. In fact, kuraan can be modified into a 'suraan', if most of the
violence-prone prescriptions in its sura's are modified into their opposites, to bring
them truly in line with what angel Gabriel might have really told the nabhi. Gabriel
was no devil to prescribe hatred and vilence. Arab-born mohammed and his
violence-prone associates must have wrongly interpretted narada's suran into
abu-baker's kuran.
The learned moslems in TN often talk about the lives and sayings of 'nabhigal
nayagam' on tv channels. They filter out only the good and noble things from nabhi's
life and teachings, making it out as if nabhi was only another 'acharya' of the hindu
tradition! hence, hindus and moslems get along well in most of tamil nadu, unless
provoked by infils from malappuram or hyderabad. If most mullas in the whole world
edit out a suraan from kuraan, it will be good for moslems and the world, in general.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
>> I think the majority of people in pak are only 'indics', who cannot hate india and
only deplore separation from it.
I think you are horribly wrong.
AL BUNDY
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
We are all angry and frustrated. This is something which should teach us a lesson
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learn from that. Actually there is history of two thousand years which tells us that we
don't learn and are happy being fragmented.
Actually this is a clash of civilisations and we need to understand the threat at that
level. The people who are doing this are driven by an ideology which already took
away large parts of india over centuries. Mostly by violence.Pakistan, Afghanistan
andBangladesh were all Hindu and were taken away by forced conversions over
centuries. Muslims from outside India ended up ruling Hindus and converted large
parts by state patronage.
same thing happened when Brits ruled us. We had conversions by Christians.
Now the centuries old phenomenon of Muslims trying to attack others has come
back to haunt us. In the past we have caved in and they won and ended up ruling us.
They tried that with christians as well but didn't suceed.
Now it is upto us. we all need to stand up and be counted. Otherwise this nation will
end up as either many nations or ruled by outiders in some form or some part taken
by China, some by Pakistan and rest on its own.
People are frustrated. They want some action and one can already see that
happening in form of some "Hindu Blasts". This is nothing but what was portrayed in
movie wednesday.
We need immediately the following:
- DON'T PLAY IN HANDS OF USA. TERRORISM IN INDIA WILL NOT GO AWAY
WITH US HELP. THEY HAVE THEIR OWN AXE TO GRIND. WE NEED TO BE
FOCUSSED ON OURS.
- Develop a thought process which is startegic and considers sercurity as vital.
- All of us should take active interest in Politics. Vote and Keep pressure on the
public representtaives.
- Select representatives who are going to take national interest into their mind rather
than Chinese or Muslim or Pakistani interest.
- A Total overhaul of intelligence and security set up is required.
- The police force needs to be fully equipped.
- A crisis management system needs to be set which takes control of coordination
between various agencies and regular drills are required so that people know whom
to call and what to tell the media.
- Media shouldn't have immediate access to the Crisis area. They do more harm
then good. IN FACT MOST OF THE TV CHANNELS should be banned. They are
playing in the hands of all minorities and just don't portray the correct picture.
- Leaks from security establishment to the Media should be totally banned.
- Tough laws are required and enough judicial mecahnism is required so that people
are afraid of law and not consider it as an ass.
- Develop capability to strike deep into any neighbour who is troubling us. Even have
ability to strike farther.
- Be rutherless with any kind of violence by anybody.
-Stop conversions from any relegion to any relegion and stop all external funding
from outside to any relegious agency.
- Check the infiltration from all sides. seal the Borders totally or as far as possible.
- Stop being goody goody, develop our own cells in neighbouring countries. there are
enough peole out there who are dissatisfied.
- BREAK UP PAKISTAN INTO SOME COUNTRIES. IF THE TROUBLE MAKES
DOESN'T EXIST> YOUR TROUBLE GOES AWAY.
Moot point is shall we do it? Or shall we be like the "Golden Period of India" during
when Guptas ruled india from 4th to 5th century AD. We were extremely prosperuos
but society degenerated and we got more intereted in entertainment, sex(the
kamasutra is a product of those periods).
It is all upto uss.

VIBHAAS
DOHA, QATAR
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
KCS;>>"Are there any sane elements left in Pakistan who would want to build any
sort of partnership with India?"
I think the majority of people in pak are only 'indics', who cannot hate india and only
deplore separation from it. Most popular of hindi filmstars have been moslems and
continue to be moslems, only. The indic pakis and pokis must be watching india's
hindi films on CDs, without their army and govt knowing about it. When the time is
ripe, pak states will gladly confederate with india.
It is the minority of anti-indics in pak, financed by saudis, helped by ISI, who train
transnational jihadis in pak/pok and send them into india to destroy us slowly and
steadily. A time will come when india-friendly pakis will themselves identify these and
pack them off to saudi arabia.
>>"Pakistan survives on enmity with India.If it becomes friends with India the very
reason for it to exist will be gone".
This applies only for the politicians, govt and the armymen of pak, especially the ISI
[international sword of islam] jislamically financed only from sauddi arabia. American
president/vp like bush/chenny, having oil-interests for collab with the saudis, also
have supported pak/pok to please saudis, while pretending to oppose al quida,
attack iraq instead to reduce oil output from there, to incr the price of saudi oil.
Things will change after obama fully takes over and saudi oil-power declines,
internationally.
To make this happen, non-fissle energy sources must be expanded. With the nuke
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of-art nuke-energy plants for india and export also, in collab with france, usa and
russia; the expertise available with our elder scientists in the field must be fully
utilized and lots more of youngsters absorbed into AEC and trained for its expansion,
as is happening in the space sector. This is what the late Ramanna would have
advised, had he been with us today.
>>"To me now even the rhetoric " Pakistani people are very friendly to Indians, its
the Pak leadership that creates problems" sounds utterly hollow."
I think there is quite a bit of truth in it.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
"It assumes that the Sadhvi is guilty as charged. This has not yet been proven.
Bonita dear
I have said hundred times here that there is neither credible or prosecutable
evidence against Sadvi-Purohit .Three witnesses have turned hostile on TV .Narco is
inadmissible.
The only lead ATS had has Sadvi's scooter.Rest of the evidence is Narco .I have
said too that Congress was happy that they have got the final weapon Hindu
terror-to defeat BJP .I also said that within a span of 10 days killers from PAK
BURRIED THE FUTURE OF CONGRESS .
And much more about the ATS misdeeds .

2. "By making such claims, you give credence to those who justify terrorist attacks
on innocent civilians in Mumbai, Delhi, Akshardam or anywhere else "
Friend the Agenda of Islamists is WAR of Cuktures.Worls knows that .My statements
have no effect on this War.
Pak TV channels are already saying the Mumbai job is a plot by the HindusChristians -Jews.
Latest claim of Pak TV is that Kasab is a SIKH .
Regarding Sadvi group-I have said so many times that More sadhu-Sadvies will
arrive if appeasement goes on and Muslims don't realise the way congress and
Secus have trapped them in vice like grip.
My comments on Batala house and Congress's stupidty may kindly be reffered.
The final position is taht irrespective of my satements :
1. Queda-Talibani-ISI Jehad will go on against us.
2. After a few days we will forget the last carnage .Will wake up when next tragedy
happens.
THE FIRST OPTION BEFORE INDIA IS :
We must persuade Muslims to help us to unearth the Sleeper cells in India.This can
happen only with their active participation in Terrror fight.
Simultaneously this GOVT SHOULD BE REMOVED.THEY HAVE LOST THE
RIGHT TO RULE US.
A K GHAI
MUMBAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
@AK Ghai
I disagree with the following comment.
"Added complication for them is the Hindu terror.
Perhaps truth may dawn upon them that Hindus have not only statrted Arming
themselves but majority of the Hindus justify Sadvi's actions."
1. It assumes that the Sadhvi is guilty as charged. This has not yet been proven.
2. Given (for argument's sake) that she is guilty, to state that majority of Hindus
justify her actions is an unwarranted assumption.
By making such claims, you give credence to those who justify terrorist attacks on
innocent civilians in Mumbai, Delhi, Akshardam or anywhere else on the grounds
that it is retaliation for alleged atrocities against Muslims in Kashmir, Palestine, Iraq
or take your pick.
If the bravehearts who are responsible for these attacks have a grievance against
the Indian Army, let them take it (the army) on. Similarly, it is for the Indian State to
take positive punitive action against the perpetrators of these attacks. Striking in a
cowardly manner (which is what terrorism is) against an unconnected innocent is no
solution.
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If the Sadhvi and her alleged associates, including Col Purohit, are guilty of the
offences for which they are charged, they shold also be charged with treason. Their
alleged actions have brought disgrace to the Hindu community, the nation and in the
Colonel's case the great institution of which he is a member.
A terrorist is a murderer irrespective of his religion and should be dealt with as such vermin to be exterminated without hesitation.
BONITA
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
Rahul Gandhi is a threat himself.
Rahul Gandhi has been another flirt in the silent offing. He happily screwed the
daughter of Satish Sharma (ex I&B Minister)and dumped her. Satish must have been
awarded accordingly.
We need to check, of those CABINET ministers, who's got some good looking
daughters and wives.
Rahul Gandhi's fantasy is to screw the daughters, grand daughters, and great grand
daughters of those Politicians garnishing the Congress in New Delhi. If we conduct a
silent racket on Rahul Gandhi - India will be getting hot, surprising news.
Rahul Gandhi is a threat to Indian sovereignty and constitution as long as he keeps
sleeping with foreign bitches. There's no guarantee that he will not reveal the
CLASSIFIED secrets of India when he's on high with those babes.
If this small boy, Rahul Gandhi becomes the PM in the name of Gandhi dynasty then
it'll be the most insulting event in Indian history.
Only those maids at his home know, how they talk bad about India in Italian. Sonia
speaks with her kids in her mother tongue Italian. Rahul speaks better and is more
comfortable with Italian than in any other Indian languages.
HOT IDDLI
SEYCHELLES, SEYCHELLES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
India's actions must be:
1. Fuck USA and its lobby.
2. Bomb parts of Pakistan.
3. Catch the cock of those unbathed allah ass-holes.
4. Drag them to the streets holding their cocks.
5. Put a live desert scorpion inside their pajama.
6. Pierce a needle in their ass.
7. Tonsure them
8. Tie a piece of rock around their bodies and throw them into the Arabian sea.

HOT IDDLI
SEYCHELLES, SEYCHELLES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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What Are India's Options?
ganesan
indians must realise that the rulers have no devine right to rule, as many claim.
mayawato has conned the poor dalits and other
equally miserable souls to get to power.
laloo dreams to become pm.
so did gowda.
mms has beaten them to the post, courtesy soni,
where he rules as the regent, waiting for rahul
to demand his right to rule,
there are thousands of better qualified people.
forune magasine has suggested tatan tata as india,s obama. there is no doubt about
his honesty, patriotism and competence.
will any of the present rulers step aside and let him come to power. he would indeed
make a superb pm,
ngo,s should start a mass movement to get him to be the pm. with him as pm and
modi as number
2, india will go places.
LALITMB
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Ah, Bombay...
US did not have any terrorist-attack after infamous 9/11 attack several years ago.
Simple reason is that system there is tight enough with rulers having first priority to
security of nation rather than playing politics. On the contrary our shameless political
rulers could be forced to resign only after unprecedented public-anger rather than
instantly resigning at their own. Gone are the days when Lal Bahadur Shastri himself
resigned as Union Railway Minister after a rail-accident to symbolically own
responsibility as political ruler. Our political rulers should take lesson from worst
terror-affected country Israel where no politics is played on terror despite bitter-most
rivalry amongst political parties. Instead of wasting money on perks, privileges, pay,
pensions and security of selfish breed of Indian politicians, funds should be made
available for modern weapons for security forces.
SUBHASH CHANDRA AGRAWAL
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Ah, Bombay...
shivkumaR:>>"Our people should be expert in filtering out the false alarms and go
and investigate the real ones. This is where we failed and paid the price".
very valid point. paralizing airports thro false alarms seems to be a new technic of
the ant-nationals for weakening our socio-ecnomy. rather difficult to distingiuish betw
false alarms and genuine ones. arming the average citizens themselves and training
even kids to watch for hidden explosives seems to be the ultimate. every nationalist
citizen should become an active part of the security system for the country. watchful
eyes and proactive hands can be more effective than shouting slogans and carrying
placards. politicians are not working for the country, any more. they have become a
money-making profession, by themselves
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Ah, Bombay...
I am surprised Mr Mehta is not blaming BJP for the Mumbai terror attacks.
ANKAN KUMAR
COLUMBUS, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
Why does outlook allow people like Mr Mishra to write. He is alomost like a terrorist
himself with the kind of things he is writing. Mr Vinod Mehta, freedom of expression
is one thing and such blatant misuse of it is another. If it was another country Mr
Mehta and Mr Mishra both would have been behind bars for sedition. But this is India
anything goes and you can write anything and get away with bloody murder
VIBHAAS
DOHA, QATAR
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
YEH KAISA ISLAM HAI ?
"Shaikh’s wife Momina, 30, who hails from Uttar Pradesh and had come to the city
eight months ago, cannot stop crying at her one-room house on Road No 6, Shivaji
Nagar, Chembur. Holding her 18-month-old son Afzal, she says, “Mera toh saara
ghar hi taabah hogaya hai. (My family has been destroyed) . She has two other sons
— Arbaz, 6, studies at an Urdu medium school and Faizal, 3, who thinks father is out
driving his taxi. "
====
"Taxi driver’s family awaits help after losing sole breadwinner
THE family of taxi driver Mohammed Umar Abdul Khalid Shaikh, 35, who ferried two
terrorists killed at Nariman House on November 26 and later died in an explosion at
Vile Parle, is in dire straits. Shaikh was the sole breadwinner of the family and they
have to fight for even basic necessities. The Mumbai police gave a clean chit to
Shaikh, who was initially suspected to be involved in the attacks that killed 172 and
injured over 300 people.
Shaikh’s wife Momina, 30, who hails from Uttar Pradesh and had come to the city
eight months ago, cannot stop crying at her one-room house on Road No 6, Shivaji
Nagar, Chembur. Holding her 18-month-old son Afzal, she says, “Mera toh saara
ghar hi taabah hogaya hai. (My family has been destroyed) . She has two other sons
— Arbaz, 6, studies at an Urdu medium school and Faizal, 3, who thinks father is out
driving his taxi.
Shaikh drove a taxi owned by Abdul Rahim Abubakar of Dongri. He left home at 7
pm every evening, drove the cab all night, and returned home at 10 am the next
morning. His family would wait for him to come home so they could have a meal
together. They subsisted on a monthly budget of Rs 5,000, of which Rs 1,500 was
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food, medicines and other basics. ""

http://www.indianexpres...ole-breadwinner/394354/

KHUSHI RAM
AMBALA CANTT, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
"“Hamare ghar par kya beet rahi hai, yeh hamme hi pata hai, koi agar hamme madat
karna chahta hai toh bas sirf hamare liye dua karein...” "
Heading towrds becoming another Pakistan ?
YEH KAISE ISLAM HAI WHICH KILLS JUST FOR KILLING SAKE ?
KHUSHI RAM
AMBALA CANTT, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
YEH KAISA ISLAM HEIN ?
"‘Mare bhi Mussalmaan, aur badnaam bhi ho raha hai Mussalmaan’
“Hamare ghar par kya beet rahi hai, yeh hamme hi pata hai, koi agar hamme madat
karna chahta hai toh bas sirf hamare liye dua karein...” This is what Zamir Haji Dalal,
34, says when told that the Railways Ministry has announced a compensation for the
victims of the Terror attack at the Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus (CST) railway station.
Zamir lost two of his family members, Ejaz Dalal, 39, and Abdul Aziz Rampure, 55,
in the indiscriminate firing at CST. His mother, Dilshad Dalal, 68, and cousin Imran
Merchant, 30, who were also injured, are admitted in the ICU at the Yashodhra
Hospital in Sholapur. Zamir, who suffered minor injuries in his right hand, was
discharged after first-aid.
On the day of the attack, Zamir and his relatives, who had arrived in Mumbai in the
morning, had gone to see off his elder brother, Sameer Dalal, 36, and wife, Raisa,
33, at the airport. The couple were going for Haj.
“We left the airport at around 1 pm, after my brother and sister-in-law went. We
boarded a local train from Andheri and reached CST at around 3 pm. Since our train
was scheduled to leave at 10:30 pm, we had lunch and went shopping at Crawford
Market and Manish Market. In between, we also offered prayers at the Haj House
mosque. We returned to the station at around 9 pm,” recalled Zamir.

Get great deals & competitive rates
“We were waiting inside the station when the firing suddenly began. We were taken
by surprise. People started to dive to the ground. I rushed to the gents’ bathroom
and ducked inside till the sound of the firing was over. When I came out, I saw my
relatives lying in a pool of blood. My mother and Imran were crying for help and
crawling on the floor towards the main exit of the station. I carried my mother to St
George Hospital, where we found that she had suffered bullet injuries in the right
thigh. My cousin, Imran, was hit by a bullet in the back. Luckily, both survived and
are in the ICU at present,” he said.
“After this attack, I am scared to enter Mumbai. I don’t feel safe in Mumbai anymore.
Politicians will resign and be ousted, but there is no one who will assure me of my
safety in this city,” said Zamir, whose family runs a businessmaking steel tins in
Sholapur.
“My brother Sameer called us after reaching Saudi Arabia. We assured him that
things are under control now and told him to return soon after Haj, as my mother
keeps remembering him,” he said, adding, “Mare bhi Mussalmaan aur badnaam bhi
ho raha hai Mussalmaan.”

http://www.indianexpres...-hai-mussalmaan/394358/

KHUSHI RAM
AMBALA CANTT, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
"INDIAN EXPRESS : "Hang the terrorist who has been arrested’"
The succus will be demanding a due process of law and court activities. And even if
by fluke there is a conviction, the sentence will not be carried out.
Meanwhile the likes of Jha and Nayyar will lecture us on how carrying out the
sentence will alienate the kashmiris and jeopardize the peace process.
GANESAN
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Seven Questions
"Your ignorantly cursing them for doing what they are required to do shows your
tendency to generate hate "
Here is another victim generating hate Sir ???:
"Speaking on the phone, Shahida said, “Yeh kaisa Islam hai jo maarne ko sikhata
hai. Mastan ne kissie ka kya bigada thaa.” Demanding stern punishment for the
terrorist held by the Mumbai Police, Shahida added: “Yeh jo aatankwadi pakda hai,
usko toh Shivaji Park mein sab ke saamne phaansi lagana chahiye.”
THAT IS THE CORRECT SOLUTION .WILL YOU AGREE ?
INDIAN EXPRESS : "Hang the terrorist who has been arrested’
“Jise jo karna tha woh toh kar gaye, par humare ghar ka ek jalta hua chiraag bujha
kar chale gaye,” said Mohammed Hanif, a BMC employee, remembering his brother
in-law, Mastan Qureshi, who was killed in the terrorist attack at the Chhattrapati
Shivaji Terminus station on November 26.
Qureshi, 40, a small-time guide who used to attend to tourists from the Gulf region,
was hit by two bullets in his chest. He died on the spot. "'

http://www.indianexpres...s-been-arrested/394352/

Yeh kaisa Islam hein ??

KHUSHI RAM
AMBALA CANTT, INDIA
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Seven Questions
Maybe it's time for Christians and Moslems to stop bringing their "tidings", good or
bad. Obviously many Hindus are annoyed or offended by this behaviour. For that
matter, so are many Canadians/Americans et al, whose background may be
Christian, but who dislike people pushing the bible or saying praise the lawd so
openly and aggressively. I've seen many of these bible thumpers and bible pushers
given the quick brush-off by lots of people. Indians should do the same with the
Christian ( and Moslem) nincumpoops who push their crap on a gullible and
too-tolerant population.
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
Really imaginative mind. Similarly, Misraji may please also provide rationale for
attacks in Jaipur, Bombay 2006, Bombay 1993, Delhi 2006.
RAHUL JAIN
SAS NAGAR, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
"And finally, how is it that whenever the Hindu rightist extreme seems to be in dire
straits as with the current Sadhvi-Purohit-Pandey terror investigations, some violent
action undertaken supposedly on behalf of Muslims or Pakistan, as the case may be,
comes to their aid and also vice versa "
COMES TO BJP'S AID ??? ARE YOU IN YOUR SENSES ?? Mishra babu rather
BJP has suffered a big loss by killing of Karkare.The daily leaks by ATS and
beatings of loud loud Bhangra Dance Drums by the Congress ,Lalus,Mulayams
,SITA RAMs in response to the leaks against Sadvi-Purohit were driving hordes and
hordes of Hindu Voters in lap of BJP .
I wonder what made Mehta to hire you as an Editor on Board of the Out LOOK
except that you are more pro Pakistan and more anti Hindus than Mr.Vinod Mehta
??

KHUSHI RAM
AMBALA CANTT, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
Seshadri,
>> if churchianity requires you to convert pagans, if jislam reqs the moslems grab
more and more land for more mini-paks under shariat-umma, the only God behind all
religions will not approve of it. He will Himself destroy the professionally
conversionist priests and the madarsa-running jislamist mullahs and terrorists.
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Do you have a direct line to God? Christians and Muslims follow the tenets of their
religion when they bring "tidings" of their faith to others. Coversion is up to the
convertee, but sharing knowledge of one's faith is a basic requirement in both those
faiths. Your ignorantly cursing them for doing what they are required to do shows
your tendency to generate hate and antagonism against other communities every
chance you get.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
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Like this everything must have been done to raise speculations and help journos like
you. Yes, a very intricate plan and conspiracy to destroy India and to create doubts.
PEAR
MUMBAI, INDIA
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Seven Questions
Joseph, Bangalore and Bonita's
repeat of Tapori's excursions was doubly hilarious. Good one. Infact this posting may
soon be a global one.
GAJANAN
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
The hindu brigade would not have killed Hemant Karkare for obvious reasons.
Whereas the jehadi would have killed him to raise speculations and conspiracy
theories to help the likes of this journalist. It is an insult to the Indian State to give
space to this type of journos who will tarnish the country.
PEAR
MUMBAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
To all who love Hindustan and to the intellects like Neelabh Mishra.
I'm a young doctor yet to reach my 30th birthday. I'm working as a medical officer in
a hospital[govt] in a small town in Assam. Assam's been in the global list of
demolishing activities of terrorists, bangladeshi immigrants and the jihadis for years,
notwithstanding its natural beauty and peace loving folks. In my work place, I get a
large number of patients everyday who are directly linked with bangladesh. I'm a
docotor, I have to serve those who suffer irrespective of their religion, caste etc. I do
it. I serve my patient to the fullest of my ability and knowledge. But along with being
a doctor, I'm also a responsible citizen and I love my country as much as I love
myself. Inspite of having all the evidences of new illegal immigrants coming to our
country, I can do nothing. Every single day after coming from my duty, I cry out of
frustration. The politicians can't see any bangladeshis in the state; the leftist
intellects in our state are directly or indirectly in opposition of taking any step against
those bangladeshis. The term 'minority' is eating up our state as well as our entire
nation. Ruling authoritie's day by day increasing pampering to these so called
minorities was the main driving force behind the black 30th october in assam. The
authority still in favour of the main perpetrators inspite of an islamic outfit owning up
the responsibility. Those innocent spirits who were killed in that bomb blast won't get
the proper justice [even post mortem], that's for sure.
My dear HINDUSTANI friends, it's not merely my frustration, isn't it of all of us? Mr.
Neelabh Mishra, do u feel the same agony as we people do for the entire nation
being at stake? Our nation is almost sold out by the grace of the Nehru- G andhi
family centred dirty politics; I request u, Mr MIshra, please don't add up to this selling
out process. Plz try to feel my agony who have to treat and cure those who are
obviously being a major threat to the nation. I can neither avoid my professional
ethics nor I can be indifferent towards the duty of my nation.
There are crores of HINDUSTANIS who are suffering from exactly what I'm suffering.
JAI HIND.
Dr[ms] krishanoo, Assam
KRISHANOO SHRIMAYEE
DERGAON, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
Nilabh Mishra:
>>
Coming to Sajan Kapur,..vanished from the scene...Why this blackout?
A good question Mr. Mishra, but does that mean that the govt did it? Sounds similar
to some amateur fellows made a video, trying to establish that the US govt actually
did it. However, to hatch a conspiracy of this proportion one has to involve thousands
people from different branches of the govt, and is frankly not feasible.
Why? A country where cricketing decisions are leaked to the media, would such a
conspiracy involving so many people, stand its chance without being puked by some
one or the other?
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security forces etc. And there would be differences in version when different people,
agencies narrates the events. And there would also be cover-up to hide some
unpleasant truths. However, that it is a handiwork of the jihadi terrorists, there is no
doubt. And closing your eyes to islamic extremism will not help in any way to oppose
hindu extremism.
INDRANIL
KOLKATA, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
I think the time has come for india also to allow free sale of guns, like the USA.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI INDIA
---------------------Not a very good idea. We won't need any terrorists to kill our people. We'll be busy
doing it ourselves.
BONITA
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
Pakistan President Zardari called a dick to spy on his mistress Laila who once
roamed the streets of Lahore.
He told the dick: “I love Laila but when I am away on tour I suspect a lover is coming
to see her. I want full evidence that he is doing it. You understand? I want the report
ready when I am back.
Zardari came back after a week later and called the dick. The dick said: Sir, as soon
as you left a handsome guy as good-looking as your foreign minister Qureshi came
and knocked on the door.
Then what? Zardari asked.
Then your mistress opened the door and as the guy entered she closed the door.
However the windows were open and I could see clearly the guy picking up your
sweetheart in his arms and taking her upstairs after a little small talk.
Then what? asked Zardari.
Again I could see them upstairs through a window and he was still holding her in his
arms and swinging her back and forth and even as she kissed him on his cheek the
guy threw Laila on the bed with a thud.
Then what? Zardari asked.
Then the guy came to the window and closed it and drew the curtains. I could not
see anything as it was dark.
An angry Zardari exploded. “You idiot, always that doubt remains whether they did it
or not. Always that doubt. I thought you will give me enough evidence to show that
they had done it. Without any evidence now I will have to live with that doubt for
ever.”

JOSEPH
BANGALORE INDIA
----------------Hilarious. Thank you.
BONITA
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
I think the time has come for india also to allow free sale of guns, like the USA.
Karate lessons for all kids, boys and girls and shooting training for adults, old ladies
also. If what happened in the Mumbai Taj had been attempted in Waldorf Astoria in
Washington, the first gunshot by the entering terrorists would have had all the hotel
residents come out of their rooms, with their own licensed guns; they would have
shot down all the entering terrorists within five minutes.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
In addition to what I hope(!) is a satirical posting by Gaurav, one should add any
Indian gay and lesbian society members. While they probably don't have the
know-how, they certainly have the motive. After all, same-sex marriages are still not
fully lawful in India. To express their resentment and anger with this state of affairs, a
few extremists among their numbers conducted the Mumbai massacre. Remember
that their matrimonial unions are BANNED in India, for the most part. Islam is not
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VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
"R" from DD, you post absolutely worthless junk, speculating about followers of the
BJP. What does that have to do with anything. Right now the ONLY thing on any
sensible Indian's mind should be the various options to punish Pakistan: whether
economically including some kind of blockade, covert military action inside Pakistan
against their army HQ and ISI, or direct military force. All yours and a few others'
blatherings, including Rashmi's and Vine Siva's, are absolutely diversionary,
obfuscatory, pusillanimous JUNK.
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
R:>>"it is GOD who gave us the freedom to be born in a particular country n he also
gave us the freedom to choose a particular religion, not the BJP".
BJP is NOT a religion. Your statement is quite valid. Being a hindu is just being
human, even with or without belief in God. Being chr, moslem should also be, just
being 'human', believing in God in the name of Christ, Allah, respectively. But, if
churchianity requires you to convert pagans, if jislam reqs the moslems grab more
and more land for more mini-paks under shariat-umma, the only God behind all
religions will not approve of it. He will Himself destroy the professionally
conversionist priests and the madarsa-running jislamist mullahs and terrorists. Evil,
following the Devil, has the seeds of self-destruction built in. These might also
destroy eachother mutually.
Ultimately, only caste-free sect-free hinduism, priest/nun-free devout christianity and
jihaad-free mullah-free worship of Allah, in bisexual equality, will survive in the world
getting ready for the next spiritually and electronically progressive dozen of
millennia, the 'aanjaneya-kalpa', after the 'sweta-varaaha kalpa', which has already
ended, with the world-war-II.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
the problem with the BJP is they have got supporters / wellwishers who only spew
anger/hate at any opinion which doesnt put their beloved organization in a
favourable light.
so thats why all the hate mail to this authour who clearly had stated just some ideas
in his head.
the key pt of the authors article was at the end of the article which many have
missed. who gains the most by having islamic militants in pakistan n the bjp in india
in power so as to ensure that whenever 1 of them is in trouble , get the other to
cause a distraction. i only know of 1 civilization who can plot such long strategies n 1
of the members of that civilization wrote the famous book Art of War.
i would sincerely request all BJP fans not to think of India only for Hindus, it is GOD
who gave us the freedom to be born in a particular country n he also gave us the
freedom to choose a particular religion, not the BJP.
R
D, D
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
How Cynical are you?
VIDUDALA PRASAD
PEARL RIVER, NY, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-133/71

LIKE (0) |

Seven Questions
You plebeians have been fooled yet again into believing that the Mumbai terror
attacks were in any way conducted/sponsored/supported by any muslim and or
pakistani.
However I (the the most intelligent and ever suspicous) have decided to call a spade
a spade and take things up from where the brave and tremendously insightful
Neelabh Misra has left. Gentlemen and ladies I present to you three hypothesis
about the perpetrators of this attack, and an opportunity to make money (you have to
read the rest of it for the money bit)
1. “Hindutva brigade” - obviously the malegaon investigation had lit fire under their
bottoms, what better way to douse it? they had motive, and of course shiv sena
knows bombay better than anyone else (best placed to execute such a brilliantly
planned operation) - notice Raj's silence. They are i am sure now waiting to start the
next riot against muslims in bombay and all over the country but the Congress and
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sure it wont.
2. Barack Obama - He is a new kid on the block (one who has compromised his
identity and committed apostasy deserving of capital punishment). Those are for a
later day discussion. Think what better way to solve the economic problems support a terror attack in india, stop outsourcing, get back jobs to US and lo behold
the economic problems are solved. And a by product - he can pressurize India and
Pakistan to solve the kashmir issue, thereby establishing his foreign policy
credentials
3. Indian Security forces - This one requires a bit of imagination (the top two do not).
Assume the hypothesis that the ISF are out to defame islam and get rid of all its
adherents. Now lets fit the facts to prove this - It started long time back and Batala
House encounter and the Mumbai carnage are just two recent examples. Notice how
they have learnt from their mistakes at Batala house. This time more than one officer
was killed (by his fellow officers), there was media all around to capture everything,
they also killed some innocent people to make it look genuine. But somethings did
give it away - 1. they took so long to get a handle on things (that was just a ploy,
actually they were confident that everything was going according to the plan), 2. they
took all of three days to get ten guys (their own).
I am expecting a response from Neelabh to put money on #1. All his questions will
be answered if you that hypothesis were true.
GAURAV GUPTA
RICHMOND, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
And Rashmi, all you are doing is trying to find a way out of punishing Pakistan and
the Lashkar-E-Toiba for this massacre. It's called weakness and obfuscation. Trying
to sow confusion. India's commercial centre has just been attacked in what is
certianly a Pakistani military operation, and all you do is denounce other Indians for
their patriotism. Idiotic!
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Seven Questions
I think this article is brilliant. These are the questions plaguing anyone who sits down
to think about it. Sadly though thought seems to have vanished amongst people who
feel the need to vehemently prove their citizenship or patriotism.
RASHMI M
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Debris Of Terror
>>>Rants of a secular fascist. Nothing new. Best to ignore.

I agree.
PRADIP SINGH
STAFFORD, UK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Debris Of Terror
Okay, Vine Sivan, very clever, you're a great commentator. Now, what about the
weapons, the motive, the targets( both physical in the Taj, Oberoi, human in the
sense, Hindus, Jews, Americans etc) the near unanimous position internationally
that Pakistanis are behind it? The total absence of any other leads, apart from
nitpicking and hairsplitting from the likes of Neelabh Misra? ( i.e hmmmm were there
6 or 7 killers, were they all wearing Versace or was one wearing Ralph Lauren?
Gawd.)
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Debris Of Terror
>>>Where is your sense of violation and outrage at what just happened in Mumbai?
You appear to think that one should only feel "violation" and "outrage" if "jihadists"
are the alleged perpetrators of an event. Some of us think the appropriate response
to outrage is to find out what the hell happened and not assume anything.
VINE SIVAN
KOLKATA, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Debris Of Terror
Sivan:
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Doesn't consider the possibility that this may actually have been carried out and
enabled by state institutions.
This line of argument reminds me of some amaturish efforts in US to link 9/11 with
the handiwork of the bush govt where osama is just a perosn in the payroll of cia/fbi
etc.
To hatch such a monumental consipiracy one has to manage a large number of
people, the police, the army, the state & central govts, involving thousands of people,
which is impossible.
The existence of a conglomeration of islamic terrorists groups is a genuine fact,
denial of which is a big mistake nobody can afford to make.
INDRANIL
KOLKATA, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Debris Of Terror
>>>>Vine Sivan, you idiot, the terrorists were caught on camera.
Ooh, that must mean they were "jihadists" or surely, 'Maoists", since others are
invisible before camera lenses.
VINE SIVAN
KOLKATA, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Debris Of Terror
Rants of a secular fascist. Nothing new. Best to ignore.
DCINDIA
OMAHA, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Debris Of Terror
Vine Sivan, you idiot, the terrorists were caught on camera. They arrived by boat,
after hijacking and massacring the crew of an Indian fishing vessel. Where is your
sense of violation and outrage at what just happened in Mumbai? Instead, you start
questioning the police accounts; those guys put their lives on the line, and died, to
protect Mumbai citizens. You imbecile.
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Debris Of Terror
The debris of terror is disjointed verbiage as represented by this unclear and
rambling piece. Sengupta assumes the nature of the event he writes about. Doesn't
consider the possibility that this may actually have been carried out and enabled by
state institutions. No, Sengupta, in an excess of bhadralok emotion, buys the
Bollywood scenario of a little orange boat being waved on by an innocent,
well-meaning Narendra Modi at a Gujarat port, it's black-hearted crew then just
accidentally finding and finishing off the ATS chief who was going to reveal the
names of Hindu nationalist terror sponsors. And then of course, all the Maoistjihadist-terrorists die, with their fingers most inconveniently blown off by crack
commandos (look, no prints!), except for one chap (the one who was by then, much
photographed), who, when he's done shooting cops and is in a hospital bed with
bullets in his gut, proceeds to tell a coherent tale complete in all details to Praveen
Swami, omitting only any mention of his preferred breakfast meal and his high
school sweetheart.
Carry on with the idiotic, lazy chestbeating Sengupta - all you'll manage is to score
brownie points with a very, VERY limited circle of admirers, quelling forever the
dread insecurity induced in you by genuine revolutionaries who could demolish your
non-arguments in two seconds.
VINE SIVAN
KOLKATA, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Debris Of Terror
Learned,
>> the jihadis should not do any mischief on the candle light carriers.
Noone can do as much harm to any peace movement as rabid hate pracharaks like
you!
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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varun
the history of france and accounts of the french revolution have been fascinateing.
france went through enormous change, in that the effete monarch-louis 14 and his
consort marie antoinette- were executed by the revolutionary mob, along with lots of
evil as well as decent people .
india in a way faintly resembles that period.
politicians have lost all respect of the people. i bet that mms, sonia , and their
associates would face trouble confronting a mob in mumbai. the people are angry
and outraged.
however its time good people from outside should step in.
in france after the period called the terror
napoleon came power. he nominated himself.
fortune magazine has mentioned ratan tata as india,s obama. people of mumbai
know him. he
is respected by all in urban india.
i would propose that he be nominated by universal
consent to be pm. mms and his wax cabinet should slink away from the scene. they
have done enough harm and little good.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Just look at the photograph that goes with this article.
Do these people holding the placard 'There are a few more terrorist (!) in India and
they are POLITICIANS' appear like mourners?
To me, they look like they are about to join an all night party in the local night club.
Just look at the attire and the expression on the faces of those two young women in
the middle.
Naqvi is right. These western types are publicity hounds who are using this incident
to just have a jolly good time.
We do not want to be ruled by McCaulay's children.
Even Mulayam or Laloo are preferable.
PRADIP SINGH
STAFFORD, UK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Airport authority has advised to air passengers to report airport well in advance for
checking and travel with least goods. Media is also supporting the stand taken by
airport authorities in view of threat posed by terrorists.
I would like to say there
That number of passengers traveling by train is at least 100 times more than that in
planes,
That number of passengers traveling by bus is far more.
That revenues earned by railways are far more than earned by Airlines
That railway is earning profit whereas Airlines are incurring loss.
That expense on security of air travelers is at least hundred times more than that for
train or bus travelers. Still they ask the passengers for traveling with minimum
luggage.
What will happen when next terror attack is striked on train or metro train?
Terror attack on train in near future is possible because government has sounded
triple high alert in and around Airports in India keeping trains and railways at the
mercy of God.
Politicians who talk of general mass of the country should ponder over the issue
raised by me and introspect whether they are justified in ignoring train travelers only
because terrorists have sent an email of their next target on Airports or because of
IB inputs received by them.
Poor and middle class travelers are of no value in the eye of politicians because they
are harping on the privatization and globalization. For votes they talk of social
welfare but for their own vested interest they talk of and care of only capitalists and
VIPs.
Last but not the least that even after taking the position of triple high alert, CISF has
failed to catch Qualis car from where gunfire was fired in last midnight.
Ridiculous indeed.
International community will perhaps laugh on the activity and efficiency of Indian
administrative and security agencies.
Danendra Jain
5th December 2008

DANENDRA JAIN
AGARTALA, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Sengupta, like Neeta Nair in another article, doesn't tell us how India can retaliate
against Pakistan for this rampage. What should India do, Mr. Sengupta, and Miss
Nair? Writing well is not a solution. It proves your virtuosity, nothing more. People
like Anwar Patel and Nasar may think highly of you. But where do we go from here?
Any ideas?
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
>>>>chidamaramb should dress in western clothes.

Why?
What is wrong with Indian dress?
Unless you support western 'monoculture' which in my view is one of the biggest
acts of vandalism in human history.
PRADIP SINGH
STAFFORD, UK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
The politician bashing orchestrated by the media is reminiscent of the lynch mob
mentality. The fault does not lie with just 'politicians'. It is plain stupid and indeed
dangerous to generalize and scapegoat just one group of people.
I have some sympathy for Naqvi. He was merely referring to the ludicrous tamasha
that was being stagemanaged by the media portraying Preity (?Preeti) Zinta and
Karan Johar types who were being projected as the saviours of the nation hurling
abuse generally at the politicians as though they have descended from another
planet.
These people are publicity seekers, and they are behaving like a lynch mob
undermining democracy (does not matter how bad it is, it is better than any
alternative anyone can come up with), and encoraging anarchy.
He is right is saying that undermining of democracy and spread of anarchy is excatly
what the terrorists in kashmir and elsewhere want to see.
I have no time for these vulgar westernised celebrities totally out of touch with
Bharat.
Do we really wish to replace Manmohan Singh with Preity Zinta? Or, even Barkha
Dutt?
PRADIP SINGH
STAFFORD, UK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
BUSH will hand over to OBAMA on 20 Jan 2009. Let's get him to be our next PM very convenient- Apr 2009 UPA Govt term is ending. He will sort out the PAKI
terrorist- our politicians are incapable of doing it.
A NAIR
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
The Govt has evidently repeatedly failed to protect the people of this nation. So they
must make GUN LICENSE less cumbersome so that the Citizens of India can be
armed to protect themselves. Things would have been different if the people at TAJ,
VT etc had GUNS. WHY SHOULD POLITICIANS HAVE ALL THE FUN with black
cat and all!!!!!
A NAIR
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Uneducable Indian
Dont really feel this event is going to radically change anything about our security
situation.
Some incremental change for better maybe but nothing radical.
For some thing radical to happen we would need a causality count which reads
something like this:
Fatalities (common people & security forces) : 195
Causalities (common people & security forces): 300
Fatalities (POLITICIANS): 70
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2001 when the
security forces gave their lives and prevented a massacre of this type from
happening in our parliament. After all 1962 brought about a radical change in the
mindset of India leadership towards our military.
The fundamental problem seems to be that apart from a very miniscule set of people
– in our security and strategic community – there simply is an absence of a security
consciousness in the country. The worst being the politicians.
The point is this country - its institutions, its system and its citizens - is versatile,
robust and capable of great heights given a strong, committed, focused and
sustained political leadership in any sphere.
We languished in such a fantastically sloppy economic environment for 4 decades
before we decided to go for economic reforms.and over the next couple of decades
we have been able to bring in a fantastic economic boom. And to be sure it was the
same bureaucrats, same industry captains, same managers and the same
consumers who brought the change as those who languished in our earlier ‘goingnowhere’ economy.
Our consciousness, conceptions and awareness of what constitutes ‘Security of the
country’ seems to be languishing in somewhat the same state as was our economy.
Its very clear that even with a strong political leadership and clearly defined short,
mid-term and long term end goals we still would take anywhere between 5-7 years,
maybe even a decade, to really grow up to be a reasonably matured and established
country in an internal security sense.
And to make our political class which has allowed and so very often even promoted
various insurgencies all over the country for decades now for its petty political ends,
plays around with issues of serious divisive nature just for some votes, fields
candidates with criminal background in hundreds of state and national level
elections, takes partisan positions on terrible issues like 1984 riots, Mumbai riots,
gujrat riots, orissa riots, which deals with the huge and complex naxal problem as a
law and order headache, has kept police reforms etc, etc, will only to really start
when these guys start paying a cost for it in whatever terms.
It has to hurt and bite and traumatize our politicians before we are going to get any
serious commitment to national security from them.
And going by the steady and constant increase in the scale, ferocity and audacity of
various terror attacks over the last few years there is certain to be another attack,
more bigger, more bolder, more terrible waiting to be played out sooner or later.
JAY
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
BJP Vice President Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi should be congratulated for his new role
as spokesperson for a sort of forum for unity of politicians and political parties
irrespective of their otherwise bitter-most political rivalry, when he defended all
politicians irrespective of their party-affiliation towards public-anger against our
political rulers. His defense for Maharashtra CM Vilasrao Deshmukh for a terrortourism at Taj Mahal Hotel (Mumbai) alongwith his actor-son and terror-film producer
Ramgopal Verma is not enough. He should have also defended Kerala Chief
Minister Achutyanandan for his ‘dog’ remarks towards father of slain Major Sandeep
Unnikrishnan.
However National Commission for Women should take sue-motto cognizance of his
criticism of women with lipstick paying tributes to commandos having become martyr
in terrorist attack in Mumbai mainly because of failure of political rulers, especially
because presently there is no ban on having lipstick by ladies in this country.
Public is badly tired of our present breed of professional politicians in a system
presently facing all possible evils of democratic form of governance. Election
Commission should not only publicize Article 49(O) of the Constitution regarding
‘none to vote’, but should also modify it by compulsory having a symbol ‘X’ on EVMs
for ‘none to vote’ especially because ballot-papers have since been replaced by
voting-machines.
SUBHASH CHANDRA AGRAWAL
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Make Them Pay
Dear Mr.Raman,
Is the following information true?
"If Indian military and intelligence officials are to be believed, India has developed
the ability to carry out precision strikes on LeT targets inside Pakistan Occupied
Kashmir. A surgical strike is feasible, says G. Parthasarathy, former High
Commissioner to Pakistan, “But it would take two months of preparation. Diplomacy
right now should be about preparing the ground for such action.” In other words,
attack loudly, but be stealthy about it afterwards."

ZAK
NY, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Mr. B Raman is very candid and forthright in his opinion. It is not advisable to at this
juncture to facilitate Pakistan in withdrawing their troops from their western border
with Afganistan. Let them keep fighting their own creation and keep fighting among
various groups. No point in uniting all extrimist under one umbrella. Hence, We
should not take any military action as response to this ghastly attack. Would like to
add some of more suggestions,
1. Should conduct well planned media campaign against Pakistan at international
level, exposing it's terror factories and linkages.
2. Keep projecting them as rough state at all international levels
3. It is very much eveident that most of their middle class and intellegisia are
hostage to army, ISI and extremist organisations. Unless and untill they stand-up,
there will not be any change in situation. Till then innocents in Pakistan will also die.
It's high time that sensible people of that country should rise and stop following
army's diktat, who are the real villains. India should continue back door diplomacy in
this regard and keep supporting democratric reforms with a long term aim of
reducing Pakistan army's control over civil government and it's institutions.
4. Covert precise operations against high value targets in order to give clear signal
that we will not take things lying down. Terror masters should not feel safe in their
own turf.
5. Enough is enough, its time for action.
Capt mandar Salaye
MANDAR SALAYE
MUMBAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
You are going away from the "TRUTH"; because Indians like you are ashamed to
own it. Because Indians like you VOTE with their feet so as to bring coalition
Governments, and this is the consequence. No SANE person, at least not in the
Civilised World would VOTE for politicians like Advani, Thackerays, Ranes, Yadavs,
et. el.
Hence sort out yourself FIRST!!!!
KEL SHOREY
GLASGOW, UNITED KINGDOM
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
ganesan
the mistakes, and the could not give a damn attitude is the main problem,
today the 2 idiots heading the govt in maharashra have been replaced by 2 others.
badly dressed, unable to express themselves they do not represent modern idea.
surely there must
be better people around. the only qualification is how to please the high command.
its a disgrace.
chidamaramb should dress in western clothes.
outside visitors must reagard these fellas like
lallo, paswan, etc as rustic idiots.which they are. fixers and manipullators.

LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Make Them Pay
NRIs must vote.
Terrorism can't be handled single-handedly by any sovereign country. Keeping Israel
with our Counter-Terrorism Techniques doesn't mean surrendering Indianess to
Isreal. Let me be clear.
Do you know how many countries contribute to the USA-CIA intelligence? It's not
that USA deploys its agents across the world, though it's not possible to any country
without the local government support and consensus.
Every country has its strengths and weaknesses. India's weakness is to define and
defend terrorism as of today. Every time calamity strikes in India, the government
comes out and says "it is new to India and was not experienced before" as India
doesn't have a team of forecasting events such as Terror Attacks and Tsunami.
The whole mess across India boils down to POLITICS (Regional, Linguistic,
Religious, Caste-based). Unless Indian politics keep the developmental agendas as
propaganda, the foreign elements will teach India the price for being divided and
skewed.
VVIPs and their kith & kins will never be a victim of all these calamity that public
experiences all the while. As they know what and when will happen in a place in
India. In the mess created by these VVIPs aka politicians, how come their kids get
away with those problems from the same mess. Unless electorates elect right
candidates and parties, India will be ruled by goons who think only he/she and his
family are India.
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they reside. There are 10 millions Indians live outside India, they must be entitled to
vote and elect governance from the respective countries. The significant NRI strata
can influence the electoral outcome and aid to form a decent government.

ZAK
NY, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Make Them Pay
Over all an excellent article By Raman. While listing out American acts of violence
against alleged perpetrators of the bombing of the US embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania, He left out one key event. The USA bombed the Al-shifah
Pharmaceuticals factory in Sudan without any eveidence(see the article that
appeared on Boston Globe)

http://www.doublestandards.org/sudan.html)

Between the two steps recommended by him I completely agree with step 1. But
Step 2 is a different case altogether. Is he recommending that India too become a
terrorist state by promoting covert terrorism in Pakistan? Has not India suffered
enough by doing that in Sri Lanka by providing training and arms to LTTE, PLOTE
and other extremists in Sri Lanka?? I would rather if we put pressure in other ways?
Indulging in terrorism is morally repugnant to me.
There was an interesting article in today’s BBC. It does give food for thought. The
article entitled ‘Are Mumbai attacks a chance for peace?’ raises some interesting
possibilities. Following is the link to the article.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/7764475.stm

A special note to AAM aadmi
We (India) do not need any help from Israeli commandos. Let us not make a fool of
ourselves by groveling to USA and Israel. Indian commandos are very capable. They
did an excellent job once they arrived on the scene. The only problem was they took
ten hours to reach Bombay. But that part of the blame squarely rests with the
beauraucracy and the government. Also I disagree with you entirely on the Issue of
returning Kashmir to Pakistan. In my opinion we should keep the part of Kashmir that
is currently under our control and make LOC the international border. I do not see
any point in disturbing the status quo. Giving Kashmir only encourage the
separatists/secessionists in other parts of the country with that imagined troubles.
SURESH KAMATH
EDISON, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
To see the govt still has not understood terrorism, one has to see this statement by
Chidambaram. He was in Mumbai and said this
""The investigation into the attack has been entrusted to Mumbai Crime Branch and
a full and clear picture will emerge in their report that will be submitted before the
court," Chidambaram said. "
The goal should be to KILL the people who planned-not to present them in court.
This is war-not a law enforcement issue. They are treating the terrorists the same
way they would treat a murderer.
That is the basic flaw.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
"Where were you these past four and a half years?"
Busy with the nuclear deal and hence had no time for silly national security issues.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Make Them Pay
Of course, Indians have to do something to stop the terrorism from Pakistani
elements. But just what?
After so many decades of listening to war-mongerers like Raman and feminists like
Indira Gandhi, we still cry 'war', but fail to do anything in the end to even do what is
really needed - like improving security, fixing responsiility, etc.
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neither fight a war, nor do what is really essential!

PARTHASARATHY REBORN
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
"Do you have any idea of scale even if we assume Sadhvi is guilty.. ""
And that is a big IF. At this moment, the case against her is very weak.
Unless the police has some info we do not know about.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Any moron who equates hindu right wing to juhaid should ponder over this.
Thoosuands of bl nb blast 100 of conviction thousand so fsuspects VS one suspect..
Do you have any idea of scale even if we assume Sadhvi is guilty.. Do you have your
brains in right place..
Left and pure just this year they kileld thousands in nanidgram
RAHUL
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Any moron who equates hindu right wing to juhaid should ponder over this.
Thoosuands of bl nb blast 100 of conviction thousand so fsuspects VS one suspect..
Do you have any idea of scale even if we assume Sadhvi is guilty.. Do you have your
brains in right place..
Left and pure just this year they kileld thousands in nandigram
RAHUL
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Any moron who equates hindu right wing to juhaid should ponder over this.
Thoosuands of bl nb blast 100 of conviction thousand so fsuspects VS one suspect..
Do you have any idea of scale even if we assume Sadhvi is guilty.. Do you have your
brains in right place..
Left and pure just this year they kileld thousands in nanidgram
RAHUL
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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LIKE (0) |
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REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Any moron who equates hindu right wing to juhaid should ponder over this.
Thoosuands of bl nb blast 100 of conviction thousand so fsuspects VS one suspect..
Do you have any idea of scale even if we assume Sadhvi is guilty.. Do you have your
brains in right place..
RAHUL
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-97/34
DEC 05, 2008
12:34 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Sonia Mata has Manmohan Singh by his balls...
See for instance in this episode MAnmohan being a nice guy and AAdavni being a
ncie guy agreeed that we will go together btu Sonia mata got scared and politics
came into her mind and vetoed Manmohans Singh;s decison..
whgat kidn of country we have ywhere PM's word means zlich zero nada..
Aadavani kept waiting Manohan didn;t even bother to call him back thanks to hsi
balsl being iN Sonia'a hands
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RAHUL
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
"It is the Hindu right wingers and the Muslim right wingers who are problems. "
The left is pure as wind driven snow. Bunch of adorable babies.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-95/32

LIKE (0) |

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Through the years we have heard big promises of the elected representatives; not a
single one them sounds truthful to me anymore. Every time a politician or a minister
in India opens his or her mouth, I know that it’s a liar who’s talking. And I am not the
only one. Everyone I have spoken to in the recent past have expressed their
absolute disgust about current Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, Opposition
Leader Lal Krishna Advani, leftist junks like Prakash Karat, regional hoodlums like
Raj Thackeray and his clan, uncouth people like Mayawati, and the ever-squabbling
southern elements.
BISWADIP MITRA
PUNE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-94/31
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DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
The entire Mouth-pieces of Axis of Evil headed by the Congis going by the name of
Media should sit and judge neutrally on what these congis have done to this Nation
in this 6 decades of anarchy. If they were civil and patriot enough all they will see are
65000 RIOTS inspired by Congis, Divide and rule on whichever polarisation
saleable, A parallel GDP of corruption, no infrastructure whatsoever and recently
encouraging terror by their votebank, and nothing else.
NARAYAN
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
faruki
you create hate every day.
without you this forum would become some what
more sensible.
try and stop writeing and the hate you incite
will disappear.
i once mentioned that ladakh, himachal, uttarkhand are the most peaceful states in
india. goa is allright too, and also tamil nadu.
the worst states are mahrasthra, gujerat, kashmir, hyderabad,delhi
this is confirmed by facts.
try and stay away for just 7 days and see the difference. have you no one close by to
exchange
views. try themLALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Diction Matters
Bagachi,
>> for me “you guys” are islamists, left-liberal-loonies, secularists and fringe mullahs
who pose as liberals.
You exhibit the same mentality as those guys on Pakistani TV!
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-90/30
DEC 05, 2008
12:30 AM
PERMALINK
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Marks On The Water
Lalit,
>> agnivesh is about the lowest you can go.
Spewing hate as soon as you wake up! What an obnoxious bigot you are! And stupid
too.
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ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-91/30
DEC 05, 2008
12:30 AM
PERMALINK
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REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Pls watch the History channel's documentary on various religious Cults in the past.
Islam matches every description of it. its now avlbl in youtube also.
NARAYAN
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-89/29

LIKE (0) |

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
EVEN DOGS REFUSE TO SERVE LALU'S RAIL BEING DENIED DOG FOOD .
The cops at these station are in panic due to the absence of the dog squad and have
to use the services of existing dog squads. “Since RDX has been found at CST, we
are forced to increase the security. However, without sniffer dogs we are feeling
handicapped.
We have no measures to ensure public security,” said an RPF official on condition of
anonymity."

http://www.mumbaimirror...0812040342466613d7d4505

"The dogs which had the ability to sniff explosives of 12 different kinds were hired on
contract from Safe Security Agency. These dogs were stationed at Churchgate,
Mumbai Central, Bandra and Borivli stations.
However, from Sunday the agency has denied its services as the WR administration
failed to pay its due for last three months.

A K GHAI
MUMBAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-88/29
DEC 05, 2008
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DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
faruki
i guess you have stopped reading the international media-because they are all
critical of islam. so now you have to scurry around finding just about anyone to
support you.
dubious left wing magasines, and eccentric left
wingers.
agnivesh is about the lowest you can go. i know
of him- nothing good i assure you.
however you have pitted yourself against the
best thinkers of the worldyou are the rat who did not leave the sinking ship. with your mindset you are
unacceptable
in the liberal world, which you want to be associated with. bad luck.
you are serveing no purpose in this forum, besides acting like a low down agitator.
you
convince few, and these are the pseudosecular leftist bongos etc.
go for haj. maybe you will get new inspiration.
perhaps you will manage to blow up the neighbourhood trash cans.
that i presume is enough to get you a place in
heaven-with a full contingent of 72 flat chested,
toothless whores.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
>> I always wonder how these leftist pseudo seculars are so much apologist for
islamic terrorism.
I don't think Swami Agnivesh is an apologist for any terrorism. Here is what the
Wikipedia says about him. The only criticism seems to be from that sangh apologist
Koenraad Elst:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swami_Agnivesh

ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
faruki
assumeing muslims are disliked-perhaps because
of plain prejudice- how are you helping.
you cant demand respect.
do you believe that pakistani,s will become
popular,respected in the next decade.
accept the opinion of the world and move on.
help your wife- do something useful.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-85/28
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REPORT ABUSE

Melting Of The Wax
""Kuldip, keep it going. Your people may one day solve the problems between us,
not the governments."

I am sure Kuldip Nayyar will keep going with this hindi-paki bhai bhai. Only
thousands more would be dead in the mean time.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
WE are all hurt . But trust me neither the PM nore PMO nor any one working in our
entire political system will ever take cognizance of your or any such letter. WE the
tax paying citizens of INDIA have been relegated to living our lives ''day by day ''
while these so called ''public servants'' fill their pockets and deprive us of our basic
rights of survival and self defence . PLEASE DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME
WRITING LETTERS . DO SOMETHING TO CHANGE THE ANCIENT ''ARMS ACT''
which was put in place by the british so that atleast a tax paying , law abiding citizen
can atleast apply and get a fire arm to atleast get fair chance of hitting back when
required , rather than being a ''sitting duck ''
JB
JBSHAH
MUMBAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
Seshadri,
>> Allaah will give you true wisdom and vision for world-peace.
You need that blessing more than I do, because you are the one who is full of hate,
provocativeness and ignorance.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
Anwar Miyan,
Raising a bogey of a non-existent hindu fascism is hardly called talking sensible.
I always wonder how these leftist pseudo seculars are so much apologist for islamic
terrorism as ideally they should be completely opposite of what this terrorism stands
for. I doubt some financial benefits are involved in these matter. Average Indian
muslim is reasonable/patriotic than these pseudos. It is amazing how we treat these
anti nationals with kid gloves. I heard this stupid lady Shabnam hashmi on television
show where she was casually making statements like Indian Army killed Sikhs in
Chhattisghat. She continued her drivel even after she was told that the case has
been resolved and LeT actually have accepted responsibility on tv by a irritated
liberal participant.

MAHA
NJ, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-82/26
DEC 05, 2008
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
dear Manmohan and Maharashtra Govt including RR PATIL ,Siv Raj
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& LALU YADAV
YOU SEEMS TO HAVE LEARNT NOTHING FROM THE BLASTS.IT WAS SHEER
LUCK THAT GOD HELPED US .
WHAT COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAY POLICE WHO SITS AT VT HAS TO SAY
NOW ?? AND HIS BOSS LALU YADAV ?
THIS HEIGHT OF STUPIDTY AND NEGLECT OF RESPONSIBILITIES :
"At CST, rotting mutton dish led to bag of RDX
Font Size Prashant Rangnekar
Posted: Dec 05, 2008 at 1020 hrs IST
Print Email Feedback Discuss
A police inspector carries a bag containing explosives and other objectionable
materials, at Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus in Mumbai.
Related Stories:

braveheartsMumbai: It was the smell of a rotting mutton dish inside a lunchbox in
one of several hundred bags stored at Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus that eventually
led to the discovery of 7.5 kg of RDX in a tin box, later termed a “defective” explosive
device by investigators.
Eight days after the Terror attack inside the station, a UNESCO World Heritage Site,
the smell of rotting food caused police officials to undertake a thorough search of all
the unclaimed bags left behind by commuters after the attack on the night of
November 26.
“The stench of rotten food items coming from one of the bags was unbearable. So
we decided to open all the bags and empty the tiffin boxes people may have
packed,” said constable Gajanan Shedge, who along with a fellow constable first
found the small backpack with a “suspicious” package. “The bag was quite heavy.
On opening it, we found a locked tin box with an electrical circuit. We quickly
informed our superiors and the bomb squad was summoned, who confirmed that it
was an explosive,” Shedge said. '
FOR EIGHT DAYSM TOP BRASS VT STATION WERE SITTING ON A LIVE
POWERFULL RDX BOMB .A BAD CIRCUIT SAVED US."

http://www.indianexpres...d-to-bag-of-rdx/394374/

A K GHAI
MUMBAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Harsha Pant
Plse add my name as the undersigned with your letter ... I am sure there will be
millions of Indians across the world who would do the same ... THIS GOVT HAS TO
BE KICKED OUT, SOONER THE BETTER ...
Vande Mataram ...
VIJAY AGARWAL
NORTHAMPTON, UNITED KINGDOM
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Marks On The Water
>> These days anyone who talks sense
Agnivesh and his ilk are automatically disqualified on this count.
AL BUNDY
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
AP:>>"These days anyone who talks sense is a left oriented psudo-secular".
It is your assessment, correctly, bec your brain has evolved an inverter system which
makes you see all non-sense only as 'sense'. Avoid beef, all meat, if you can. Allaah
will give you true wisdom and vision for world-peace.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-78/24
DEC 05, 2008
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Harsha Pant
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Plse add my name as the undersigned with your letter ... I am sure there will be
millions of Indians across the world who would do the same ... THIS GOVT HAS TO
BE KICKED OUT, SOONER THE BETTER ...

VIJAY AGARWAL
NORTHAMPTON, UNITED KINGDOM
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-76/23
DEC 05, 2008
12:23 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
>> the BJP does need to stop making political hay and act as a responsible
opposition
Well, those advising BJP to act as a responsible opposition, should also probably
advise the ruling party to provide responsible governance

http://www.rediff.com/n...htra-chief-minister.htm

"Meanwhile, some political observers say what prevented Antony and Mukherjee
from making any announcement on the new chief minister was because a large
number of Rane supporters had gathered outside the Vidhan Bhavan. They who
would have turned violent if Chavan's name was announced."
So, here is the supposedly responsible party, the former CM of which suggested that
small blasts can happen in big towns, and then made it a Bollywood event. And now,
the new leaders are ready to get down to violence within a week after such a huge
tragedy.
And they criticize others of being irresponsible!
AL BUNDY
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-75/23
DEC 05, 2008
12:23 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
Stopperbhai,
>> Swami Agnivesh is a left oriented pseudo secular.
These days anyone who talks sense is a left oriented psudo-secular.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-73/22
DEC 05, 2008
12:22 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
>> Swami Agnivesh will be last person, I would listen to for danger of so called
Hindu fascism.
Part of the brigade that I shall not listen to for any thing sensible.
AL BUNDY
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-74/22
DEC 05, 2008
12:22 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Pradip,
>> it is the jihadi fascist murderers aided and abetted by their sympathizers who are
threatening the very existence of our nation.
They are lethal and sadistic murderers, like all other terrorists (some of these other
terrorists have more sympathizers than jihadi terrorists!), but saying that they
threaten the existence of the nation may be an exaggeration. India has a lot of other
problems that are equally knotty. But you seem to habitually take a one-sided view of
things.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

D-72/21

Dear Mr Prime Minister...

DEC 05, 2008
12:21 AM

>>Actually, BJP should try and make as much political hay out of it as possible. That
is the most responsible way it can act as an opposition party. This war needs to be
first won in the political field. Only then, can it be won at all.

PERMALINK

I TOTALLY agree with the above comments. This government led by the Italian/her
son/her son's girl friend/her daughter/her son-in law, her chief servant and the whole
entourage of other servants is the biggeest security treat to Bharat.
It is the duty of every patriotic citizen to throw this aninational governement out.
PRADIP SINGH
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REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
Anwar Miyan,
Swami Agnivesh will be last person, I would listen to for danger of so called Hindu
fascism.
MAHA
NJ, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-69/20
DEC 05, 2008
12:20 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
Varun,
>> Hindutva violence is at the margins in the world.
Only in Maharashtra, Gujerat, Orissa, Karnataka etc. Shall we ignore it?
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-70/20
DEC 05, 2008
12:20 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Learned,
>>>> Its anti-Muslim stance is also easily palpable."
>> It is bound to be; the whole world looks at you with fear, horror and hatred.
Morons like you can be expected to miss the point that is being made, but the
reference was to the author's deliberate refractoriness to the well known objection to
draconian laws. For you however it is just an occasion to make another anti-Muslim
hate commnet. That is because you are a veritable snake.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-68/19
DEC 05, 2008
12:19 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
>>>It is the Hindu right wingers and the Muslim right wingers who are problems.
Incorrect. There are many problems in India, but it is the jihadi fascist murderers
aided and abetted by their sympathizers who are threatening the very existence of
our nation.
Any attempts to divert attention from this CENTRAL FACT is tantamount to being on
the side of the enemy.
PRADIP SINGH
STAFFORD, UK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-67/19
DEC 05, 2008
12:19 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
>> after you manage to convict Afsal Guru, you dilly dally on carrying out the
sentence
Well, let me make an admission here. While I defended the 'cautious' approach with
respect to Afzal Guru before, I am beginning to think that I may have been wrong.
>> I see absolutely no reason as to why a terrorist is to be brought before a court.
How else can the crime be proved? But yes, there can be changes done to the law
to ensure that there are no undue delays and the access to courts is not misused,
treat cases where the suspects are caught red-handed differently etc. But there has
be a formal process/law drawn up and not an anarchy. In many ways, the case of
terror suspects is more complex than Naxals as the terror suspect may be living
normally like all others in an urban setting.
KUMAR
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

D-65/18

Marks On The Water

DEC 05, 2008
12:18 AM

Human rights do not apply to terrorists because they do not show any evidence they
are human. You see a snake and if it comes to bite you, you do not talk about animal
rights. You kill the snake.

PERMALINK

Terrorists should be treated the same way.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Learned,
>> How the distance makes the terror attacks different...
Read my post again. Read it more slowly this time.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-64/17
DEC 05, 2008
12:17 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Learned,
>> It is NOT the Hindu right wingers which is the problem; it is the fact there are
Hindus in India who are refusing to become muslims is the problem.
You are lying again! It is the Hindu right wingers and the Muslim right wingers who
are problems. Especially rabid hatemongers like yourself.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-63/17
DEC 05, 2008
12:17 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
"f constitutionally a case is fit enough to be taken up by a court, there has to be
lawyers."
I see absolutely no reason as to why a terrorist is to be brought before a court. His
rightful place is hell and he needs to be packed off asap.
In the event the terrorist knows something and will be useful in killing other terrorists,
he needs to be preserved-for that reason alone.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-61/16
DEC 05, 2008
12:16 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
And BTW, after you manage to convict Afsal Guru, you dilly dally on carrying out the
sentence. Law enforcement my foot!
Walter Devaram was the man who destroyed naxalites in Tamil Nadu. And his
philosophy was very simple-if naxalites kill innocents, they deserved to be killed
back. And he killed scores and scores of naxalites. The naxalite problem was raging
in Andra and TN at the same time. Dewaram solved it in TN.
Andhra is struggling to this day because they did not have the guts to kill terrorists.
Law enforcement?? WHy stop there? Give them a job, and a padmashri for good
measure. After all we have to win the hearts and minds of these people.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-62/16
DEC 05, 2008
12:16 AM
PERMALINK

DEC 05, 2008
12:15 AM
PERMALINK

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
why are such people allowed to write. They are just responsible themselves for India
being soft state
VIBHAAS
DOHA, QATAR
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-60/15

LIKE (0) |

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
'Yeah!! You give them lawyers, read their rights to them and treat them like say a
pickpocket. Wonderful!!
GANESAN
Congress has many Lawyers on its Panel likes Jethmalani,Singhvi ,Anand,Majid
Menon ,Kapil Sibbal etc.
Mr Kasab is in safe hands .Congress has already provided extra Cot in the AC room
provided to Afzal .The poor guy Afzal was feeling lonely . Honestly I was alredy
unable to sleep .Now Kasab has arrived too.Mine and Manmohabn's pure bad luck .

KHUSHI RAM
AMBALA CANTT, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-59/15

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
>> You give them lawyers, read their rights to them and treat them like say a
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12:15 AM
PERMALINK

If constitutionally a case is fit enough to be taken up by a court, there has to be
lawyers. Otherwise we have to bring a law that a terror suspect case cannot be
taken up in a court. Or define a level of evidence where a court refuses to take up
the defense of a suspect.
KUMAR
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-55/14
DEC 05, 2008
12:14 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
"Terrorism or deliberate killing of innocents who are not in battle, has to be fought
ideologically and by use of law enforcement "
Yeah!! You give them lawyers, read their rights to them and treat them like say a
pickpocket. Wonderful!!
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-58/14
DEC 05, 2008
12:14 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

The Truth Of Geography
Valid points.
The world knows where the manipulators sit and play their cards on weapons and
oil. As long as the oil money exists, terrorism will be a free-bee to the world.
The world either must less be dependent on oil or discover/invent a replacement for
it. Terrorism is hugely funded by those oil money for which no hardwork required.
The arrogant Allah-Addicts will be brought to their knees if there's no need of oil in
human life.
There's one country that keeps controlling the world as per its convenience. When it
calls for fight against terrorism, the world wakes up and stands in queue to fight for
them; when the same terrorism attacks somebody else, they're in their vaccation
mood - they say, let's have our holidays first, meanwhile you , as a victim, talk to
terrorists.
Isn't it hypocrisy?
ZAK
NY, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

D-57/14

Dear Mr Prime Minister...

DEC 05, 2008
12:14 AM

"While our response to the gory Mumbai atack should be forceful, its aim has to be
the destruction of LeT, and the taming of the ISI. Is a nuclear war the only way to
achieve this? When such weighty questions are in the balance, jingoistic
exhortations from Pant are out of place"

PERMALINK

How many attacks before we retaliate Sir ?? Islamic Republic of Pakistan can go on
indefinately black mailing us showing the Nukes ? Muslim Jehadies go on destroying
us.
Maulvi ji will always caution us -Nukes may fall upon us .So what should we do sir ??
Sit home and shed tears for our killed near an dear ones .AND AWAIT OUR TURN .
How cruel an American Pakistani advises Indians to restrain and be hit ?
KHUSHI RAM
AMBALA CANTT, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-56/14
DEC 05, 2008
12:14 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Take Heed, Not Umbrage
I'll call it a desperate and depressing attempt of Mr Mehta to save his own skin.
What a great "self patting":
"The headlines in newspapers may seem both shocking and sensational but they
serve a useful purpose"
Wonderful, how easily he off-hook himself; "may seem"?
No sir, it is not about “shoot-the-messenger”, it is about exaggerating facts and over
emphasising fantasies.
Or rather I’ll call “inventing news out of opinion”
BUNTY
HSINCHU, TAIWAN
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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D-53/13

Dear Mr Prime Minister...

DEC 05, 2008

HVP:>>"Indians are stuck between the grave incompetence of your government and
the cynical political opportunism of the BJP"
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A very exact representation of the situation. But, MMS cant be blamed. This idiotic
country should blame itself for voting, in the last gen-election, in such way that an
italian lady, who had personally taken over the centuries-old 'national' congress
party, could even claim to form the govt!. India can have no real political future or
progress, until and unless the antinational churchianity is removed from its political
forces.
V.SESHADRI
CHENNAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-54/13
DEC 05, 2008
12:13 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

The Truth Of Geography
Mr Al Bundy
Very nice quote ... I think it was Nirala who composed those beautiful lines ... but I
couldn't be sure ... a long time ago ...
VIJAY AGARWAL
NORTHAMPTON, UNITED KINGDOM
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-52/13
DEC 05, 2008
12:13 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
>> fighting both with equal dedication is not the best policy..
Terrorism or deliberate killing of innocents who are not in battle, has to be fought
ideologically and by use of law enforcement (whatever be the religious or
non-religious source of such a terrorist ideology). However, the 'dedication' may
have to be shown with a greater rigour and a sense of urgency where the extent of
danger is more.
While it is very easy to link Islam with terrorism due to worldwide frequent terrorist
attacks in the name of Islam, let us not forget that all religions still have their
clean-up acts to do.
KUMAR
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-49/12
DEC 05, 2008
12:12 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
No, fighting both with equal dedication is not the best policy. It's more a sign of
weakness and an excuse for inaction vis-a-vis Pakistan. That's the reason 'Hindutva'
militancy is raised at all, not out of any principle. It serves as an escape latch for
many Indians , including posters in this forum like Rashmi from Bangalore, Neelabh
Misra, Vine Siva and several others.
For the record, Hindutva violence is at the margins in the world. It does not pose a
global ideological threat, or even a regional one i.e Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Afghanistan. It's very localised and episodic. Islamic separatism and fanaticism is
anti-India; Hindutva is not. So there is a big difference.
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-50/12
DEC 05, 2008
12:12 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

The Truth Of Geography
Yes, money plays an imporant part in funding these mayhems , which is coming from
oil money. The only answer to this is science and technology.
Europe , Japan ( brilliant experimentalists) with very poor resources of energy must
get more serious about an substitute for oil. These countries have very low stakes in
oil money, even though there may have speculators to make money on oil trade.
The Americans because they control the oil sector, majority of their corporations, still
campaign for drilling oil wells are bit poor on funding another area of research for
energy and oil as vested interests and lobby groups prevent them from doing so.
This is one reason , why they are so much in Middle East apart from their interest in
Israel.
Solar Energy is still in a very primitive stage . I call it primitive as it is just like the
main frame computers in the 60's Huge arrays are required. I would not like to go in
details , but this area with massive funding for storage and release of energy in
materials can achieve the impossible At present the storage and release of energy
efficiency is low, very low. This can be increased to very high level if there is no
politics and meddling by the lobby groups. Continous funding should be there.
Hydrogen is still unsafe and its dependance on water and the storage problems is
still being being pursued.
The more the replacements come for oil , the lesser the dependance on oil, Less
money will be floating around for mayhems.
If one does a deep retrospection, after the first oil price increase only, this oil money
has played havoc of instability ,which started from Jimmy Carter's fall to collapse of
Soviet Union to the funding of oil money for Taliban.
There is no concerted effort by the so called enlightened West to find alternatives for
oil.
Just see, how suddenly the oil price fluctuates, it went up even when the production
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enough money , to have an expensive holiday in some luxurious island, leaving
behind the rest of the speculative kitty for mayhems and keep journos employed for
churning out shit.
The sooner there is a substitute for oil , the better it is as this would cripple the flow
of money to mayhems.
It is sad to see even science for betterment being controlled by speculators and
traders.
GAJANAN
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-51/12
DEC 05, 2008
12:12 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Look what the Hindu right wing patriots have made the peaceful mosque-monkeys
do over the last few days...those bad bad Hindu right wing patriots...
[12/4/2008 (Bluchistan, Iran) - Jundullah terrorists kidnap and execute sixteen
Iranian nationals.
12/4/2008 (Khost, Afghanistan) - Five people are killed in two suicide attacks by
Sunni extremists.
12/3/2008 (Albu Toma, Iraq) - Thirteen victims of al-Qaeda kidnappings are found in
a mass grave.
12/3/2008 (Shabqadar, Pakistan) - Five locals are killed by a Fedayeen car bomber.
12/2/2008 (Mosul, Iraq) - Two young children are among four killed when
Mujahideen place a bomb outside a school.
12/2/2008 (Makhachkala, Dagestan) - Suspected Muslim militants gun down a cop.]
LOOKOUT BUG ME NOT
MUMBAI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-48/11
DEC 05, 2008
12:11 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
>>What were these 'dear patriots' doing when our (occupational) army shot dead
more than 40 Kashmiris in just one week (two months ago).
They were rightfully ignoring the unfortunate deaths of selfish, ungrateful,
anti-national, Paki flag wielding, Kashmiri thugs!
RSM
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-47/11
DEC 05, 2008
12:11 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

The Truth Of Geography
>> it takes a lot more strength to show restraint in the face of terror.
Had read a Hindi poem in school (forget the title or poet), which said something like
(Kshama shobhti us Bhujung Ko, jiske pas garal ho,
Usko kya jo dantheen, vishheen, vineet, saral ho).
Translation
Restraint or forgiveness from a snake only means something when it carries poison.
Such emotions from one who is non-poisonous, toothless and simple is
meaningless.
AL BUNDY
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-46/11
DEC 05, 2008
12:11 AM
PERMALINK
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DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Marks On The Water
Pradip,
>> It attempts to treat the so called 'Hindu terror'- which at worst may be a fringe
activity, at par with the megamonster of global jiahdi fascism.
Do not underestimate the extent or depth of Hindutva fascism. Fighting both with
equal dedication is the best policy, as Swami Agnivesh suggested.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-44/10
DEC 05, 2008
12:10 AM
PERMALINK
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The Truth Of Geography
>> it takes a lot more strength to show restraint in the face of terror.
>> to recognize this moment and respond to it intelligently
To respond intelligently and to show restraint, are no doubt very important in any
given circumstance. The urgency and seriousness of the situation in the face of a
demonstrated extremely high capability of the attacker should not be ignored either.
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KUMAR
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-45/10
DEC 05, 2008
12:10 AM
PERMALINK
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DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
There is no difference between these banner weilding idi*ts and the terrorists of
Mumbai attack. What were these 'dear patriots' doing when our (occupational) army
shot dead more than 40 Kashmiris in just one week (two months ago). In fact we are
in this sad situation because of these kind of hindu right wing communalists and we
will be heading for more disaster if we follow these patriot's advice.
SATHISH
PUNE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-41/9
DEC 05, 2008
12:09 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Dear Mr Prime Minister...
>> the BJP does need to stop making political hay and act as a responsible
opposition
Actually, BJP should try and make as much political hay out of it as possible. That is
the most responsible way it can act as an opposition party.
This war needs to be first won in the political field. Only then, can it be won at all.
AL BUNDY
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-40/9
DEC 05, 2008
12:09 AM
PERMALINK

LIKE (0) |

DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

The Truth Of Geography
"would like to end with two quotations: one from Amartya Sen’s ‘The Argumentative
Indian’ where he quotes Arundhati Roy..."
Why not quote directly from Roy? Why go to Sen and then to Roy? Why is she so
ashamed to quote Roy directly??
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-43/9
DEC 05, 2008
12:09 AM
PERMALINK
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DISLIKE (0) |

REPORT ABUSE

Our Own War
Prof Waqar, idealism works in ideal world not in actual world. India needs to make
the attackers pay. They have decided to fight a hidden war rather than coming out in
open. The opponents are cowards, otherwise who can justify killing civilians
ruthlessly when they have no means to defend themselves. We need to play the
game as pr the game. Here the game has been set by our opponents. They want a
covert war, hence we cant have an overt war. But we need to go for a covert action.
Go and attack through precision at the opponent without hurting the civilians.
weaken Pakistans economy. Don't provide them any help. Ban all cricketers,
musicians etc from Pakistan to come to India. They earn enormous amounts from
India. Make it extremely difficult for Pakistan to get international aid. Do everything
we can to throttle them. If required even break-up pakistan into a few countries. We
have to do this for our own survival. Otherwise India shal be history
VIBHAAS
DOHA, QATAR
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |

D-42/9
DEC 05, 2008
12:09 AM
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REPORT ABUSE

Blood On Our Hands
Well written for the urban middle-class angst.
What you are looking for is a transformation of India from an "elected monarchy" to a
"democracy with rule of law as the underpinning"?
We have done well to at least get to a stage of "reasonably free and fair elections"
(earning the title of Largest Democracy in the world - I prefer Largest Elected
Monarchy). But this next transition is going to be tough and there is good chance of it
not happening as much as there is a chance it will.
For me the barrier to break for this transition is the fact that we are "a very
hierarchical people" - I don't know if for anyone else arranging everyday everyone in
a hierarchy (and new ones created every day) is so easy as for us. We have an inate
sense, almost like smell, of arranging in a hierarchy of inferior-superior. Look at the
coverage itself of recent events - CST and Cama Hospital hardly figure. Only senior
officers getting covered - what about the foot soldiers? What does it tell you about
us?
Hence we (particularly the middle class which demand governance and actually
needs it most) solve problems piecemeal and they never add up - we have excused
the governing class. Somebody talked about "bad water" quality - we solved it with a
filter (and bottled water) - why blame the politician/bureaucrat - nobody fights for tap
water because it is for the poor (and for the rest for bathing and washing our behind).
Electricity shortage - so we have generators, UPS and inverters. Schools - well we
have affordable private schools (and an obsession with IIT/IIM as nirvana for a
lifetime) so who cares for the government schools. Hospital - again we have
affordable quality heathcare (and look we are so good we even have medical
tourism from US) - so who cares for government hospitals. The only thing we can't
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always say the Indian road is the great leveller and a mirror in which we find all that
is good, bad and ugly about us - though even there the governing class does cheat
us at least on saving time at our cost with their lal battis and we keep hoping that
one day we will also get that lal batti).
If the middle-class wants change, it first has to change. Act like a class and shed the
rest of the labels of caste, region, religion, language, etc. Then it has to agree of the
common minimum which everyone deserves, irrespective of the millions of divisions
in us - let us say education, healthcare and certain minimum modicum of dignity.
Then it has to ensure that before it asks too much for itself, it ensures that the basic
common is available to the lowest of the low.
This is where the rub is - by definition the middle class is self-centered (selfish) - on
a ladder trying to move up but intensely worried of sliding down. Can it be
enlightened to know that its ladder is only safe if it ensures the lowest of the low also
have a ladder (shorter may be)?
ARUN MAHESHWARI
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Bom Bahia Siege
How insensitive and cruel a comment! For all of us Hemant Karkare will remain a
hero as will all the policemen and defence personnel including Insp Sharma who
gave their lives.
DAVID ALBUQUERQUE
BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Our Own War
"Well, the most obvious solution then is that we should become the attackers, and
make them the defenders."
That will be right wing jingoism.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Losing A New Game...
"Both countries" is naieve or grossly ignorant. The reason Pakistan experiences
terrorism is simply because certain terroristic elements that were once *entirely*
supported by the Pakistani government and military, feel angry and betrayed that
Pakistan is cracking down on them, even half-heartedly- and no doubt with a view to
obtain massive American aid. The other terrorists, the Lashkar and the Harkat, are
still attacking India with covert support from Pakistan. Surely Miss Namrata is not so
ignorant as to believe that the terrorists who recently massacred 200 Indians in
Mumbai, are the exact same as the ones setting off bombs in the NWFP?
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Truth Of Geography
What a crappy article. It gives no ideas and just says that we have other problems to
worry about. It is typical of people who are trying to connect unrelated problems. The
problems of poverty and disease have little to do with this terrorism. Saudi Arabia is
a rich country, but promotes this. Rich people from Saudi Arabia are funding this
stuff. The question to the author is that I want her to think why they do it and try to
stop it, instead of telling us how much we have in common with Pakistan. It may be
geographically close but miles away in culture. I do not want to hear about Arundhati
Roy again, I am tired of it.
PRAKASH
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
The Union Government has received intelligence inputs about a possible 9/11 type
terror strike from the air. But I am unable to understand why the same message has
been circulated through media including Internet, TV and print?
What purpose is going to be served by such leakage and such publicity of highly
secret intelligence inputs?
Are terrorists so much fool that they will strike their terror attack through the same
route and at the same place where security arrangement has been tightened?
It is rather bitter truth that such publicity of IB inputs cautions terrorists and
accordingly change their strike point and prompt them to send further misleading
emails and spread baseless rumours to confuse the system of safety and security.
Terrorists are shrewd enough to befool the government machinery and they know
better how to execute their heinous plan. Past record of the government is enough to
establish the fact that the terrorists are cleverer and stronger than our government
officers.
I am therefore of strong conviction that instead of handing over details of intelligence
inputs to media , government should secretly instruct the concerned authorities to be
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keep ready necessary aircraft to combat and counter probable air strike and catch
hold of terrorist alive instead of killing them in encounter. Also media should avoid
highlighting and enlightening elaborately the IB report which they manage to acquire
from their sources and instead they should share the same with controlling office of
the government.
If possible government should strike missile at the place where the terror camp is
conducted by foreign based terror groups to finish the cause of terror attack from the
root. It is worthwhile to mention here that media often shows the picture of terror
camps being organized by foreign based terror companies. Even America claims to
know where the terror camps are being run by terrorists to train person for the
dreadful work of innocent killings.
Why not our Indian government does use such clue and strike at the nerve center of
terrorism, if warranted with the cooperation of America and international community?
Why not our government tries to instruct all the concerned departments to be in the
position of Red Alert throught out the year and twenty four hours instead of confining
them at the place for which they get IB inputs.
It is the need of the hour to send a message to each corner of the country that terror
attack is possible anywhere and any case of laxity on the part of duty will not be
tolerated. Only through such hardness in action message will in the mind of terrorist
that India has become a tough target as America has become after 9/11 incident.
Instruction in piecemeal and declaration of red alert or high alert after the incident is
not going to help general mass who are the main target of terror attack.
Danendra Jain
4th December 2008

DANENDRA JAIN
AGARTALA, INDIA
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
faruki
you are wasteing our time with your abmysal
comments which are similar to those published
by pakistanis.
hindu reactions in gujerat, and malegaon are
reactive because of repeated aggravations caused
by muslims. they are similar to the persistent attacks by muslims every where-in
britain,holland, france etc.
frankly i support attacks on muslims extremists in india. they should be targeted and
exterminated .
you have no respect for the rights and lives of
nonmuslims, and after repeated attacks, we owe it
to ourselves to hit back,
you justified hamas against israel.
i justify israel against hamas.
frankly i believe that there wil be no peace ,unless large territories with jehadies
face carpet bombings-maybe nuked.
muslims are very obstinate ,cussed and stupid.
only intense force can work with them
i think muslims must be given this message, bluntly. no pussy footing about.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Truth Of Geography
""They seem to forget, or perhaps have never known, that it takes a lot more
strength to show restraint in the face of terror."
And let me quote Gandhi here. He said a man incapable of violence is not fit to
practice non violence. That was one profound statement he made.
Indian govt did not restrain itself not because it had an option between displaying
strength and showing restrain. It had only one option-and that was not displaying
strength.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Losing A New Game...
faruki
whats your advice to hamas. i know that you approve of them
the same is your feelings for hezbollah.
its right for muslims to fight for their goals.
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its not a great idea to fight pakistan,
but there is no alternative.
if the govt is scared to fight, then why buy all the weapons.are they just to be used
for republic day parades.
the answer to pakistan is bombings of their terror camps as a minimum,
and dislocation of their economy as well.
furthermore there will be no peace until this country is dismembered once again.
nwfp goes to afghanistan or stays appart as another barbaric muslim state. the same
for baluchistan and sindh. punjab would remain as landlocked state, which our army
can occupy when needed.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Our Own War
>> This is sensible and reasonable.
The author and his supporters need to get off whatever they are smoking. It
continues to amaze me that some people still believe that ISI or its policies don't
have the support of Pakistan's people, and that they largely want peace. Exactly,
what evidence exists for this?
The evidence to the contrary, that of Pakis hating India, or at least Hindus is
considerable. To begin with, it is the Paki people (and not ISI), who quickly got rid of
the minority problem in India by just eliminating/converting them soon after partition.
There have also been reports of Pakistani crowds indulging in rank communal
displays during "goodwill" cricket matches. Several years back, there were shouts of
"Ganapati Baba Choraya" when Gavaskar was batting (before Gujarat or Babri).
There was an incident reported by an Indian diplomat of his visiting some Paki
friends for a farewell dinner when he was returning to India after winding up his
assignment there. A little child in their house, on seeing them, started shouting,
Hindu dogs, something he obviously heard/learnt at school, much to the
embarrassment of the hosts.
AL BUNDY
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Our Own War
>> The attacker has an enormous advantage over the defender.
Well, the most obvious solution then is that we should become the attackers, and
make them the defenders.
AL BUNDY
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Losing A New Game...
>> "What is needed now from India and Pakistan is a visionary joint reply,
recognizing that these common adversaries are strangling them both as they play
the same old zero-sum games of the past. What must be avoided at all costs is a
reversion to the same ‘tough on terror’ political rhetoric, saber-rattling and increased
militarization that pays only lip service to the chain of events that led to this horrific
attack."
Namrata Goswami's views are sober, her arguments are cogent and her conclusions
desrve to be heeded.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
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Two Faces Of Globalisation
Lalit,
>> have you no interest in pakistan.
They need to defeat jihadi militancy.
Go to bed.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Truth Of Geography
"They seem to forget, or perhaps have never known, that it takes a lot more strength
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What is the line dividing restraint and impotency?
It is a word called "proactivity". It means you are doing everything in your power and
capacity. It means that when bad things happen, it is not because of you but
INSPITE of you. You do everything in your power and still bad things happen, you
accept it. That is called showing restrain.
At times in life you throw everything you have and still come up short. And that kind
of failure is no disgrace.

And not even a distilled idiot would call the Indian govt proactive. It is impotent. It did
not do everything in its power to protect its citizens. Let us not confuse restrained
behaviour and impotency.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Anti-Israeli Angle
Why on earth is no one except a few citizens and B. Raman concerned that some of
the terrorists were not killed or captured and melted away into the crowd ?
In Maha, politicians are already busy playing the power game.
VARUN
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
>>While our response to the gory Mumbai atack should be forceful, its aim has to be
the destruction of LeT, and the taming of the ISI.
What is your suggestion about how to achieve this? Please restrict to Pakistan and
Pakistan only and do not bring in any requirements of India in it. I am tired of helping
Pakistan in its troubled times. Seeing what is happening due to the madness created
by Pakistan, I am sure that Jinnah would be rolling in his grave. People complained
about Jinnah, but all said and done, he was a thinking person who had a vision.
Thanks to Zia, we have a monster in our neighborhood now and no solutions.
PRAKASH
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Lalit,
>> you raved about malegaon. you wanted a purge of the army,police and banning
of several hindu organisations.
I did not want a purge but an investigation of the army. I did call for a curtailment of
terrorist groups, and those who support them, such as the VHP and SIMI, just as I
am now calling for a destruction or at least a curtailment of the LeT and a taming of
the ISI. Hopefully international pressure (including pressure from the US and
perhaps the UN)) on the government of Pakistan will bring it about. If not, other more
drastic measures, must be considered. Stop wasting my time with your silly queries.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Anti-Israeli Angle
THis is a good article by a Maulana

http://www.rediff.com/n...hing-from-terrorism.htm
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Truth Of Geography
>> "Right-wing commentators on the United Progressive Alliance’s (the
Congress-led UPA government’s) measured and carefully calibrated response to the
attacks on Mumbai have wrung their hands at India as being seen as "soft" on
terrorism. They seem to forget, or perhaps have never known, that it takes a lot more
strength to show restraint in the face of terror."
Neeti Nair has written a very thoughtful and perceptive article.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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faruki
have you no interest in pakistan.
why dont you write and give your views to them
it will broaden your horison.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Our Own War
The author raises some valid questions, but does not offer any suggestion on what
needs to be done. The Mumbai attackers have shown a level of meticulousness
planning, intelligence and sophistication that made the world to sit up and watch in
astonishment. The Mumbai attack is the proof of what they are capable of. There is
therefore a legitimate urgency in dealing with the danger.
The attacker has an enormous advantage over the defender. For one, the attacker
can make a hundred attempts and it is enough to succeed even once. The defender
need to be successful all time, all the places - quite a daunting task. The attacker
can spend several months meticulously studying a single target location, its loop
holes, the terrain, the access etc, while the defender who has to guard millions of
such potential targets cannot be equally equipped with such information on all
locations. The attacker can prepare himself mentally and physically and attack at
peak efficiency, but it is a daunting task for the defenders to maintain such levels of
mental/physical preparedness all the time at all the places.
Combined with these natural advantages of an attacker, we have seen the proof of
strength and the high level meticulousness of the enemy. With the level of
meticulousness that is shown (where a few guys could create such havoc for 3 days
in several locations), it appears that they have the ability to cause unimaginable
damage/attacks.
KUMAR
BANGALORE, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Our Own War
""First, we need to understand that acts of terror are not the same as acts of wars
and wars cannot be the solution to acts of terror"
This is pure nonsense.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Two Faces Of Globalisation
Seshadri,
>> the lesson for AP and other islamophiles, is that, instead of spending effort to
equalize islamic jihad with hindutva saakhas...
The propensity to kill is the same in jehadis and in bajrangis and abhinav bharatis.
Both should be addressed. The tendency of people like you to see only one side of
the equation is pathological and should be corrected.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Anti-Israeli Angle
"If Indian military and intelligence officials are to be believed, India has developed
the ability to carry out precision strikes on LeT targets inside Pakistan Occupied
Kashmir. A surgical strike is feasible, says G. Parthasarathy, former High
Commissioner to Pakistan, “But it would take two months of preparation. Diplomacy
right now should be about preparing the ground for such action.” In other words,
attack loudly, but be stealthy about it afterwards."

ZAK
NY, UNITED STATES
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The Truth Of Geography
Ganesan, the answer to your question what's the difference in the two flag burnings:
None really. They are both Islamic terror-separatist sentiments being openly
expressed.
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
Good article.

Both UPA and NDA presdied over an incompetent security apparatus, but one
important difference is that the UPA has given a clear impression that it does not
believe terrorism is an importnat enough issue. Remember MMS's speech about not
being able to sleep because he worried so much about the mother of an alleged
terrorist (whose cousin drove that burning jeep into the Glasgow airport). Or
Ramvilas Paswan (as a member of the UPA cabinet) taking an Osama Bin Laden
look alike with him in the election camapign in Bihar! Or people like Kapil Sibal
demanding an enquiry into thhe incident in Delhi in which a policeman was killed by
the terrorists. There are so many examples. This governement has given a clear
signal of its intent. I persoanlly reagrd this governement as the greatest threat facing
internal security in India.
PRADIP SINGH
STAFFORD, UK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Bhimsen Joshi Hazir Ho
It refers to welcome decision of Union government to honour Bhim Sen Joshi with
country’s highest civilian award of Bharat Ratna thus continuing the trend of proper
utilization of the award in honouring veteran artists of the country having raised
country’s name high even in the global world. Otherwise there was a time when
Bharat Ratna by-and-large used to be a monopoly for politicians even being misused
to honour controversial personalities for political gains.
But it will be better if Bharat Ratna may also be announced only on Republic Days.
Considering a spate of request for Bharat Ratna by leaders of political leaders for
their political mentors, probable misuse of the award by successive government
should be prevented by awarding this award with consensus of Prime Minister and
Opposition Leader.
SUBHASH CHANDRA AGRAWAL
DELHI, INDIA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
A well written article. I think the author is fair in pointing a finger at the PM, at the
same time chastising the previous BJP led NDA government as well.
We need action and while everyone will say this is not the time to play the blame
game, accountability is a must. Someone must be held responsible and made an
example of. Only that can act as a deterrent (or be an incentive to act) for future
Governments.
Only, in this case the blame game doesn't end only with the current PM. The blame
is on the entire political class which has ruined India - especially the Congress as it
has ruled India for an overwhelming majority of time since independence. But the
BJP cannot escape criticism too - for, it could have done wonders in the states ruled
by it and during the 6 year period when they proclaimed that India was shining.
One difference between the 2 parties is that the BJP atleast makes the public feel
like the Govt. is strong and is acting. The Congress gives exactly the opposite
message.
The BJP thinks it can raise its anti-Muslim rhetoric and that will end terrorism. The
Congress hopes terrorism will go away by just wishing so.unfortunately, in both
cases, the end result is the same.
ASHWIN
JERSEY CITY, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Anti-Israeli Angle
>> They fear a revival of Nehruvian foreign policy.
As do all sensible Indians.
AL BUNDY
SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Truth Of Geography
"They seem to forget, or perhaps have never known, that it takes a lot more strength
to show restraint in the face of terror."
Restraint from a position of strength and restraint from a position of weakness are
two different animals. The writer seems not to understand this. Indian restraint is
from a position of weakness.
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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It is utter rubbish to say that war brings no good. World over, countries have been
won by war. Independence has been won by war. India is the only country which
claims to have won independence through non-violence. Even that claim is
questioned by some. The British would have left anyway because of the large scale
unrest (other than that caused by Mr.Gandhi) in the country.
The author questions if the world is any safer because of America's wars. Maybe
not. But America is safer. Similarly, India will be safer if it fights its own war. Its each
country for itself. The fact that civilians will be affected in war is not a valid argument
against war in itself. In the grander scheme of things, individual civilians (including
me) are expendable.
Having said all that, war must be the last option - after everything else has been
tried. In my humble opinion, I think India has nearly run out of all options. I'm sure a
majority of Indians will agree with me on that. Atleast under the current
circumstances.
ASHWIN
JERSEY CITY, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Our Own War
>> "First, we need to understand that acts of terror are not the same as acts of wars
and wars cannot be the solution to acts of terror, despite our suspicion that sections
within the ISI (a state based, rather than a stateless institution in Pakistan) may have
gone rogue. Second, we need to engage in multilateral diplomacy, and invoke
international laws to mount pressure (if Pakistan is unwilling to tackle the menace of
fanatic and violent groups) or support possible Pakistani efforts (if the Pakistani
government is found willing to tackle the menace)."
This is sensible and reasonable.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Truth Of Geography
When I first saw the photo of Indian flag burning, I thought it was from Kashmir. Then
I read the caption which said the protests were in Pakistan.
SO what is the difference between kashmiris who burnt the flag and pakistanis who
burnt the flag??
GANESAN
NJ, USA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Anti-Israeli Angle
faruki
hindu muslim relations have not improved in 60 years.
they never will. at best we will look at each other gaurdedly, with formal social
contacts,
no intermarriages etc.
today hindus can count on their fingers the number of muslim ikonsmy family in india dont have a single muslim friend- and they are very secular,
working for muslim social causes.
the same goes for greeks and turks, serbs and bosnian muslims, christians and
shias in lebenon.
all minorities have left iran, iraq, algeria,
the only contact the west has on a civil plan is to provide economic assistance, and
accept asylum seekers.
thats the ugly truth, which you can quite naturally not accept.
LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
faruki
you raved about malegaon. you wanted a purge of
the army,police and banning of several hindu organisations. 6 people had been
killed.
the massacre in mumbai elicited cool, balanced response. nothing should be done in
haste. we should eliminate let, and isi , but not by armed methods.
your happiness to read peace articles written
by peaceniks is understandable. we do not read any such articles in paki media.
everyone is
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from pakistan are unbelievable. only brute force will work with these guys.
only muslims behave in this manner. crime and
deception is a part of your culture as exhibited
in pakistan, every day.
muslims should try and rescue themselves by listening to world wide criticism, and
this is obviously not written in countercurrents or
the milli gazettes.
i dont know if we will get a govt of people who
will defend india and its respect.
mms and his gang of coolies are not up the task.
if these guys had lived in paris in 1789, they
would have been carted of in tumbrils to be executed, and the crowds sorrounding
the guillatine would have roared their satisfaction,
to see justice done.
the terror was a horrible period,but it did purge
france of many of its worst elements.
it was at this time that the national anthem of france- the marsellaise was written and
sung.
vive la france.

LALITMB
KALUNDBORG, DENMARK
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Intelligence? Bah!
India should have the support of LTTE and Israelis to counter these underwearless
Allah-Addicts.
India should stop supporting the Lankan forces who fueled Pakistan forces against
the Indian wishes in 70s/80s.
India should support LTTEs though they killed Rajiv Gandhi for his betrayal against
the own blood. IPKF invaded the Tamil habitat in Sri Lanka and raped many of those
Tamil girls in front of their mothers, pissed in the rice sack, they shot men in front
their wives, etc. These were the atrocities shown by the IPKF. The man behind the
IPKF's atrocity was Rajiv Gandhi so they killed.
A sikh guard killed Indira Gandhi, Did we ban sikhs from Punjab or India? No right?
A Marathi called Godse killed Mahatma Gandhi, did we ban all Marathis? no right?
What's the sauce for the gander must be the sauce for geese.
India's double-game in Sri Lanka is what USA will play with India on the Mumbai
attack, if India thinks USA will resolve the issue. In this new game, Pakistan is the
LTTE, USA is India, and India is Sri Lanka. However, I can't predict who'll be the
Rajiv Gandhi.
HOT IDDLI
SEYCHELLES, SEYCHELLES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Dear Mr Prime Minister...
This article is just a cheap exercise in the blame game. It is unbalanced, putting all
the blame on the current occupant of the PM's chair, when the problem has been
around for at least a decade. It does not pay sufficient attention to the fact that the
danger of terrorist attacks from one's subcontinental neighbors is quite different from
the danger that the U.S. faced from distant Al Qaeda. Its anti-Muslim stance is also
easily palpable.
The government does need to do more, the BJP does need to stop making political
hay and act as a responsible opposition, cooperating with the government on
matters of national defense.
While our response to the gory Mumbai atack should be forceful, its aim has to be
the destruction of LeT, and the taming of the ISI. Is a nuclear war the only way to
achieve this? When such weighty questions are in the balance, jingoistic
exhortations from Pant are out of place, even if his piece earns him a few raves in
this forum, which it will.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Anti-Israeli Angle
>> "The (Israeli) Defense Minister said that the roots of the attack were in India, but
involved militants in Pakistan and Afghanistan . While he did not elaborate, his
comments seemed to indicate that the Israeli authorities suspected that it must have
been a joint operation of jihadis of India, Pakistan and Afghanistan and not just
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It is to Israel's advantage to exacerbate the rift between India's Muslims and Hindus.
They fear a revival of Nehruvian foreign policy. They must eagerly crave the return of
a BJP government. Any improvement of Hindu-Muslim relations would be bad news
for the Zionists.
ANWAR PATEL
DALLAS TX, UNITED STATES
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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The Truth Of Geography
Overall, pretty lousy, and having no suggestions about how India should retaliate
against what was obviously a Pakistani military operation, conducted through the
medium of Jihadis.
Nevertheless, the writer deserves thanks for two things: mentioning the
Moslem/Moslem League assaults on non-Moslems in March 1947, a major act of
Islamic terror. Nobody can claim that there was an underlying cause, or that
Ayodhya, Mumbai riots and Modi were the cause. This was pure unadulterated
Islamic terror, with the idea of creating a defacto Islamic terror state.
The second point she deserves praise for is the reference to Karachi falling
apart-and its resulting effect on Mumbai in the form of jealous, angry Pakistanis
taking it out on Mumbai citizens. No nonsense, mercifully, about Kashmir, Ayodhya,
Mumbai 1993, Gujarat 2002. Thanks for small mercies!
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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Our Own War
So what if a few 'innocent' Pakistanis die; that's the price the country has to pay.
Those same "innocent" Pakistanis have not conducted one public demonstration
against these Jihadis and their terror directed at India. Indian lives are more
important than Pakistani ones.
VARUN SHEKHAR
TORONTO, CANADA
MORE MAIL | YOUR TAKE | |
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